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2 Opening
The 1 996- 1 997 school year will always be a memorable
one for many. The year gave many of us a sense of change, as
we saw many of the campus's edifices changing in their
appearance, while others closed their doors for the final time.
Other changes took place, but this time socially. First, Rollins
was ranked as one of the nine most preppiest schools in the
country according to the book, "AlmaMater" by Don Betterton.
Ranked along such schools as Bennington College, Hampden-
Sydney College, Middlebury College, Pine Manor College,
Sarah Lawrence College, Southern Methodist University, Sweet
Briar College, and Tulane University, the book ranked schools
using an informal count ofBMW's and designer labels seen on
campus. Many also saw a change in the school's alcohol
policy, as well as the knowledge that kegs may be allowed on
campus once again, provided that they are managed by an
outside company who takes full responsibility for any mishaps
that might occurred. Spring also brought changes to SGA,
as a new president, vice-president, and cabinet took over the
helm from their predecessors. While a new 1 997- 1 998 SGA
began to take its shape, the dismissals ofmany officials, and the
dissolution ofmany offices and positions by the administration
brought plenty of criticism and disdain from both students and
faculty alike. The reasons for the elimination ofmany positions
varied. Many saw it as way to give faculty members more
contact with student groups, while others saw it as a way to
reduce tuition, even though tuition is going to be raised for the
next school year. While these changes did effect everyone,
they will definitely change the scene of things on campus for
some time to come.
Ben Wilder, BeatrizTurro, and Alex
Fielding are spending quality time with
one another while walking to class.
Opening 3
4 Opening
The final closing of Rose Skillman Hall, known to
many as Beans, signified the end of almost four decades of
cafeteria dining for students. With its demolishment, the new
Cornell Campus Center should take its spot on Lake Virginia's
lakefront. The new campus center promises to be an area where
studens can dine in as well as participate in other activities and
events. The center will also be the new home of the Offices of
Student Activities and Student Affairs, and will be located in a
central location where all students will be able to reach without
having to walk long distances. Many other offices will be
seeing changes also. The Office of Student Records, formerly
known as the Registrar, and the Dean of the Faculty will see
their offices relocated to the Mills Memorial Center, while
Career Services, International Programs, and the Center for
Community Service will all relocate to Carnegie Hall. Other
structures will also be modified or built in the next few years.
After a generous donation, the Enyart Fieldhouse will get an
expanded workout gym and new equipment. Administration
officials have also informed the public that the school will be
building a new retail complex at K-lot, meaning that there will
be less parking spaces even off campus. Construction
changes will not only affect the School of Arts and Sciences.
The Roy E. Crummer School of Businness will also see an
additional annex built onto it in the near future, while the
Cornell Fine Arts Museum will get an additional floor to
showcase more of the college's art collection. It was all part of
the ChANqiNq SC-CM-C.
-< Eric McKeeby and Debbie
Levy talk admist the natural beauty
of Lake Virginia shores.
Opening 5
CAMpUS UFe
'uring the summer a series of changes began to evolve all around
the community. While the new Orange County Courthouse began to take
prominence over the downtown Orlando skyline, Winter Park residents
were saddened by the fire that destroyed Harper's Tavern & the Le
Cordon Bleu Restaurant, two prominent landmarks in town. Celebration,
the newest town in Central Florida came into existence, marking the Walt
Disney Company's first venture into the booming real estate market.
The City of Winter Park announced that Park Avenue will be renovated
in the next few years in order to beautify and expand that avenue's
shopping district. Rose Skillman Hall, affectionately known as
"Beans," closed down for good, so that it could be demolished in
order to make way for the brand new Cornell Campus Center. The
college continued to expand in area, as the school acquired the old Rudi's
BMW dealership on the corner of Fairbanks and Park Avenues, as well
as the Newman House,which housed the campus's Catholic ministry.
The new West Oaks Mall in Ocoee became the newest shopping
mecca for consumers, while the Border Cantina on Park Avenue changed
its management and name to The Colony in the fall. Regardless of what
one thinks, changing the scene is inevitable. M
L
> Matt Mitchell walks by the flag-draped
Horsehoe during Alumni Weekend.
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Reaching Out
Service Learning Trips Help Bridge Cultures
By Luis Hernandez
For the past few years. Winter Term has become a very attractive time for students
to participate in off-campus service learning projects. These projects, which take place over-
seas, allows professors and students to participate in community service projects in many
Third World countries such as the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, and India. While the
idea of living in an underdeveloped country without the services and things many Wester-
ners enjoy in modern countries, the students who did participate in these service projects
found the experience of performing community service fulfilling in various ways. For some
students, the concept of assisting peasants in the Dominican Republic in building a church and
helping villagers in Guatemala in constructing a community center was very rewarding for them
and those less fortunate. Others who participated in India learned more about the caste system that
governs society in that country, as well about the lives of slum dwellers who live in Madras and
other large Indian cities. "Personally, my travels throughout India has given me a greater sense
of learning about diverse cultures and how our modern world has affected traditional societies,"
said freshman Eric McKeeby. With the announcement that Ghana and Mexico will be the locales
for two service projects next year, the popularity of these courses will grow even more in the near
future.
Students help to paint and and J
build a church. The church was J
constructed during January by |
students and local volunteers. ~§
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Nellie Lackman talks with Sofy,
who lives in a small rural village in the
Dominican Republic.
Y YukoNoda learns the merengue,
the national dance of the Domincan
Republic, from a local native.
Nellie Lackman/Tomokan
A The group poses with local children
at the site of the church they helped to
construct.
-< Laveta Stewart helps tutor
Deylih with her schoolwork.
Students assisted locals with
everyday chores and projects.
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By Luis Hernandez
E very October, children
from the local community
gather on campus for a day
of safe trick and treating.
Known as Halloween Howl,
the event provides children
and their parents a safe and
sound- environment where
children can enjoy the
holiday. With the assistance
of student volunteers,
children visit selected
dorms, where they are able
to gather candy and other
treats from on-campus
students. Usually held a
week prior to Halloween,
the event has allowed many
on campus to contribute
some service to the local
community. With the
registration process out of
the way, children and their
parents are treated to face
painting, cookies, and other
treats before the trek around
campus begins. The event
which is sponsored by
many independent and
Greek groups has been a
major success during
previous years. To those
involved, it is worth all the
work and time in knowing
that these children are
available to enjoy a
tradition without the
dangers that lurk outside
our campus.
A Community children, parents, and
students begin the trek around campus
for a day of trick and treating.
^ Laura Hall definately gets
into the Halloween mood.
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A Randy Gilmore and Jen Lassoff greeted guests at Pinehurst's
door. Pinehurst was converted into an eerie haunted house for the
day.
A Diane Bundschu, Soluna Gandhi, Nicole Metsisto, Leah
Gerstenfeld, and Janet Mitchell were a few of the many Greeks who
helped make Halloween Howl a success.
A Tracy Tolpin and Heather Laporte take some time from their
registration duties to kindly pose for the camera. Many students
volunteered to assist and help organize the day's events.
Opening 11
*A Spanish Summer:
Students Live it CIp in Spain
By Luis Hernandez
S ummers for students usually mean a break from classes and a time to relax and
work before classes resume in the fall. However, some students also use their summer
recess to go abroad and even take classes in faraway places. That was the case for
16 students who journeyed to Spain on the school's annual Verano Espanol program.
The program which lasts six weeks attracts many students from around the country to
study Spanish language and culture in a classroom environment, as well as excursions
to various cities and towns. Residing with Spanish host families in Madrid, students
were able to explore the city's life on their free time. Weekends provided students an
opportunity to go on guided and independent trips to such cities as Barcelona. Burgos,
Pamplona, Segovia, Seville, and Toledo. Many students found that the weekends
allowed them to travel to other countries such as Andorra, France, Gibraltar, and Port-
ugal, while others stayed in Madrid and explored the city's nightlife and culture. The
annual Running of the Bulls in Pamplona in July allowed many of the students to ex-
perience an event that has become world famous. At the end many students left with
a greater knowledge of Spain's society and culture and a greater appreciation of tra-
veling abroad.
V The Roman Aqueduct of
-J
Segovia proivides a majestic £
backdrop for this picture of Tyson
-|
LeMonte. "We have bigger J
Aqueducts in Belgium".
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Lisa Higgs, Beth Frigola, Debbie
Stickney, and Jessica Herrero are definitely
having a blast in Pamplona.
A Luis Hernandez and Mike Deaver
stand in the Spanish border town of La
Linea de la Concepcion, with the Rock
of Gibraltar towering behind them.
-< Whitney Deason, Susan Pinkerton,
and Mike Deaver get into the action of the
Fiesta de San Fermin in Pamplona.
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Y Ann-Marie Puig, Penny Schafer,
"J
and Kiomie Johansen chat about J
future SGA events at breakfast. J
Luis Hernandez/Tomokan ~~1
A Maria Figueroa spends a lazy
Saturday afternoon on Cocoa
Beach.
14 Campus Life
Students gather in Cocoa Beach for a
weekend of learning
By Luis Hernandez
The beautiful beaches of Cocoa Beach provided a wonderful retreat
for the annual Student Leadership Retreat that took place at the Cocoa Hilton
between September 20-22. Over 60 students representing many of the
campus's groups came for a weekend to learn more about each other and
how to build better ties among groups on campus. Sponsored by the Office
of Student Activities, the leadership retreat allowed students to cooperate
with one another via the use of workshops and group activities. The weekend
also gave the students an opportunity for leisure on the beach and at a local
bowling alley. Through interaction and cooperation, the retreat ended with a
greater sense that students had acquired leadership skills and responsibility.
A Mark Shanoff and Ginny A Ann-Marie Puig keeps an eye
Veldman wash up ashore during on the score during a a night at a
an afternoon romp on the beach. Cocoa bowling alley.
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Team Spirit
Tars Fans Show Their Support
By Luis Hernandez
henever there's a
game, the bleachers ofthe Enyart
Alumni Fieldhouse are usually
filled with many students who
definitely show their support for
the Tars in many ways. While
many have made it a tradition to
attend games on a regular basis,
others usually show their team
support via chants, foot
stomping, and signs. Students
are not the only ones who get
into full spirit at games. Faculty
and staff members, as well as
members of the outside
community also take time to
cheer on the school's sport
teams. In recent years, the
addition of an expanded
concession stand and a halftime
show has also added to the fun
and excitement at home games.
Whether you're an ardent fan,
or just a spectator, team spirit
is very visible all throughout the
place. The essence ofteam spirit
also carries on to games played
at the Sandspur Field and the
baseball stadium. Regardless of
what location a game is played,
the visibility of spirit will always
play an important role at home
games. So when you're at the
next home game, make sure to
keep your eyes and ears open for
the sights and sounds ofthe home
crowd cheering for the Tars as
they play for a full audience of
fans and supporters.
A Eileen Fernandez, Valenta Encarnacion,
and Philip Bellins enjoy quality time together at
a basketball game.
>• Michelle Segarra-Rovira, Harold
Garrido '96, and Ann-Marie Puig are all
front row fans.
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A Sharon Miller of the Economics department and
Chris Kahl do some small talk during the game's halftime.
I
A Kim Stowers, Evyan Lieberman, and Bill McAlpin always
make time to make it to home games.
A Ben Wilder chats to an entranced Monica Bonilla, while
Sabrina Maharaj and Scott Van Selow make contact with camera.
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hanging out
Friendships help to Define and Create the College
Experience
By Luis Hernandez
The time usually spent outside of the classroom, is usually spent
with friends. Regardless if you live on or off-campus, friendships have usually
allowed students to spend their leisure time with their best friends. During an
average weekday, whether it is at a nightclub, bar, or even at a dorm room,
students gather to catch up with the latest news and to spend some quality time
together, allowing many of them to unwind from their hectic class and work
schedules. Hanging out with friends and acquaintances has always be a part of
college life since the earliest days. While it takes longer for first-year and
transfer students to make new friendships, those made during such events as
Orientation, at on-campus parties, or even during fraternity/sorority rush has
allowed many students to get to know their peers more outside of the classroom.
Throughout their college years, students will see their time fly by quicker and
as graduation lurks around towards the end, the longevity of these friendships
continues even into adulthood.
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Beans is the place for friendships,
especially at breakfast. Here Casey
Carroll, Kaela Gustafson, and Eric
McKeeby enjoy a sunny morning
dining outside of the Student Center.
Y Lisa Higgs and Bethanie Shirk
spend alot of time together as
roommates and friends. Rooming with
others usually provides long lasting
friendships and memories.
A Valenta Encarnacion and Matthew
Honea enjoy each other's company.
Hanging out with friends in dorm rooms
is a very popular thing on weekends.
-< Rhonda Neuhaus and Jeannette
Cline take time before class to catch
up on things.
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Washington
or Bust!!
LASA/JSL travel to the nation s capital to voice
their support for Latino rights and AIDS activism
By Ericka Valenzuela
On October 10,
1996, several members of the
Latin American Student
Association (LASA) and the
Jewish Student League (JSL)
embarked on a politically
motivated trip to Washington,
D.C The main objective of
this trip were: to show support
for the Immigrant Rights
March, and to visit the
Holocaust Memorial Museum.
A A candlelight procession is
held in the honor of the thousands
who have died from AIDS.
There were other events that
the group participated in
during their four day stay.
They attended a Shabbat
Service at a local synagogue,
participated in the Immigrant
Rights Rally, and took part
in events that preceded the
unveiling of the National
AIDS Quilt. A candlelight
procession followed the
unveiling of the quilt, and
the group met many
interesting faces such as Miss
Black USA, Dawn Moss, and
victims of the AIDS
epidemic. The trip was
certainly a memorable event
for six students sharing a
single hotel room for a
weekend. With the success of
this program, a followup trip
to Washington, D.C, is in the
plans for next fall.
p
3
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^ Michelle Segarra-Rovira
and Ericka Valenuzela take a
break from the Latino march have
a hug in front of the Capitol.
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A Nellie Lackman, Michelle Segarra-Rovira, Mark Kaplun,
Heather Laporte, Jeremy Thakurdin, and Ericka Valenzuela showed
there hometown pride by the Reflecting Pool.
A Michelle Segarra-Rovira, Ericka Valenzuela, Mark Kaplun,
Heather Laporte, and Jeremy Thakurdin hangout at the politician-
free Planet Hollywood in Washington, D.C.
A The group watches as the AIDS quilt is unveiled in front of
the Washington Monument.
This spread is dedicated to the memory of Scott Willets ( March 1 7, 1 969-January 25, 1 997).
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Time and Change
Changes and Events from the Past Year
By Luis Hernandez
The preceding year has definitely become a memorable one for
many students and others. For many first-students, the arrival on campus begins
a new chapter in their lives as many of them move from high school to college.
For others, such as seniors, the physical changes occuring on campus has given
them an entirely new perspective of the school. With the arrival of new
technology, students now are able to receive cable television, voice mail, and
other amenities not available before. The year also brought other events on and
offcampus, as Winter Park said goodbye to old landmarks such as Harper' s, and
made plans for new ones along Park Avenue. Groups such as the Residential
Hall Association (RHA) and Rotaract sponsored on-campus concerts and
community events that were meant to unite all on campus for a good time. Other
notable changes involved the transfer and shuffling of student dining areas to the
Student Center and Sullivan House. With these and other changes in effect, the
campus will be a very different one that we knew before.
Robbie Barton talks with a local
caterer at theannual Elizabeth Hall
pig roast. The event which is
sponsored by RHA brought many
students for a night of food and
fun.
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^ Harper's and Le Cordon Bleu
come tumbling down. The structure
which housed both establishment
was demolished in November.
Y The appearance of Coke products at
the Student Center and the C-Store
allowed many students to stock up on a
once unavailable product.
Luis Hernandez/ lomokan
A The cabling of the entire campus
brought cable television, voice mail,
and enhanced internet services to
campus.
-< Matt Schidmt helps freshmen sign
up for their copy of R-Times at the new
student Orientation in August.
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Y A Native American dancer
performs a dance during a
showcase on diversity in the fall.
A Heather Laporte helps a young
friend light the Menorah that
commemorates the Jewish holiday
of Chanukah in December.
24 Campus Life
Bridging Gaps
Diversity on Campus
By Luis Hernandez
Celebrating diversity on campus has become an event in which
many students, regardless of ethnicity, religion, sex, or any other factors
that make us different from another, unite to celebrate and acknowledge
the cultures and accomplishments of others. With the guidance of the
Cultural Action Committee (CAC), groups such as the Black Student
Union (BSU), the Latin American Student Association (LASA) and
Voices for Women (VFW) have caused greater awareness of issues and
events that affect minorities. Student groups such as LASA and BSU
have also sponsored annual ethnic celebrations such as Carnival Latino
and Africanfest, while other groups such as VFW and the Jewish
Student League (JSL) have brought speakers to campus. By working
together, these groups have been able to bring a greater consensus for
cultural awareness on and off campus.
Luis Hernondez/Tomokan
Two dancers perform a
traditional African dance at the
annual Africanfest festival in
October.
A Renowned educator Joe Clark
shakes the hand of Pascale Salomon
after his recent lecture at the Knowles
Memorial Chapel in the fall.
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By Luis Hernandez
Wefeekends are usually a
time for students to take a break
from their studies, and unwind
and have fun. While some
students prefer the solace of
studying in their rooms or at
the library, others see the
weekend as a time to party on
and off campus. Whether it is
going to a local bar or club, or
just going to a party held on
campus, there is usually a get
together of people on an
average weekend. Many
fraternities and sororities
have held parties at their
houses on campus or at such
local establishments such as
the Colony orCheek 2 Cheek
in the recent past. These
parties provides some
students with a time to
socialize and catch up with
friends. The fraternity/
sorority rush period is also
another time of year when
parties are held to celebrate
new pledge classes. Parties
held by independent groups
and students are also starting
to become more noticeable
too, as groups such as the
Rollins Outdoor Club and
the LASA have held parties
in partnership with other
groups.Weekends always
provide students with an
adequate dosage of nightlife
fun and entertainment.
A Daniel Hall, Curtis Reese, Ali Ledesma,
Tom Brown, Felipe Pinzon, and Joe D'Alton
all celebrate their new pledge class at Chi
Psi's Bid Saturday Party.
Beatriz Turro takes a look to check
out the action at a party in the fall.
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A Mark Shanoff and Tucker McGrath celebrate St. Patrick's Day
at the Colony with the shirts off their backs.
A A partygoer gets her shirt signed at the annual ATQ&XQ Grafitti
Party while friends Darcy Bailey, and Michelle Civiattone join in the
fun.
A Tami Newcomb, Mark Brown '94, and Katie Robison are just a
few of the many guests at a fall ATQ party.
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Around the World
Students Circle the Globe for Adventure & Fun
By Luis Hernandez
Th.he world has so much to offer when it comes to sights and
experiences that it often convinces students to travel during their breaks from
classes and explore the globe. While not-so-far destinations such as Cocoa
Beach and Miami are very popular on the weekends, many students opt for the
chance to travel abroad to exotic, faraway destinations. Summers, J-Term, and
Spring Break are usually the times of year students take long or short vacations.
Whether it's the Bahamas, Guatemala, India, or Mexico, those who travel to
foreign destinations are usually attracted by a sense of adventure, fun, and the
affordability of visiting countries where there is more buying power for the
dollar. The International Programs office at Casa Iberia is usually a good place
to start if planning an overseas trip, either by yourself or with a group of
students. Traveling abroad also means that one needs a passport, and whether
you are applying for your very first passport or renewing an expired one, it is
important for students to get all travel documents and requirements done before
departing the country. Doing so will guarantee students that their travels will be
enjoyable from start to end.
>•Wherewould students be without
McDonalds? Here (L to R) Dr.
Sinclair, McLean Schaeffer, Kara
Kidman, Nancy Fazio, Laurie Beck,
Sally Osborne, Sarah Skorjia,
JeanMarie Esposito, Lara
Linberger, Melissa Cooley,
Stephanie Byrd, and Teresa
Greenlees make their first stop in
Europe at a fast food restauarnt in
Rome.
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< Tracy Tolpin, Hoa Le, Carmen Doe, and
Zofia Nowicki do what the Romans do and
enjoy the sites and scenery of Italy. Here they
stand behind the Roman Coloseum in Rome.
Y During his summer vacation, Mike
Deaver took some time to visit the small
Principality of Andorra in the Pyrenee
mountains of Europe. Here he is standing
behind the main cathedral of the country's
capital city of Andorra la Vella.
A Price Sewell, Will Rockett, Dan
Westcott, and Tom Scanlan embark on
their Spring Break voyage to the
Bahamas from Miami.
-< Laura Hall stands behind the
Taj Mahal in Agra, India during
her Winter Term trip.
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Y Jocelyn Harrison and Willie
Garland appear to be excited about
the expo's potential in obtaining a
job right after graduation.
A Tami Newcomb asks a
prospective employer a few
questions about the business
represented.
30 Campus Life
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Seniors prepare for the future at the annual Central Florida Job Expo
By Luis Hernandez
W^th graduation and summer around the corner, many students, especially
those of the Class of 1997, have taken the first steps in landing jobs after
their college experience is over. Held annually, the Central Florida Career
Expo attracts many college students from throughout the region to come
and explore the many employment opprtunities available. With resumes in
hand, students combed the aisles of the Orlando Convention Center hoping
to find the right career or internship that would enabled them to get the
essential experience needed in today's job market. Potential employers
present at the expo represented many top name businesses such as Coca-
Cola, Dillards, and the Orlando Sentinel, as well as many new and small
companies trying to make a name for themselves. At the end, the expo
benefited many student, while others saw it as a time to reflect on the future.
X Kristin Karlovec and Alexis A KiomieJohansen, Lisa Higgs,and Valenta
Mead definately look their best at Encarnacion help define the professional look
the expo. at the career expo.
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A New Begmnirij
SGA gets ready for the future.
By Luis Hernandez
Every spring, after Student Government Association (SGA) are
tabulated, members of the school community gather to say goodbye to the
exiting administration, and welcome the incoming administration as they
prepare for the upcoming year. This year's SGA inaguaration was a very
memorable one for many since the event was held at Rose Skillman Hall
before it' s demolished to make way for the new Cornell Campus Center. After
a brief prayer, exiting president, Mark Shanoff, helped swear Matt Gabriel in
as the new SGA president for the upcoming year. John Titone was sworn in
as as vice-president later on during the event, and after their speeches, they
along with President Bornstein all took turns in hammering a wall of the
building in order to mark the building's upcoming demolishment. Afterwards,
pieces of the building along with certificates of authencity were given to
students and other attendees as souvenirs of the long lasting legacy of the
building affectionately known to many as "Beans".
>• Matt Gabriel celebrate his
inaguaration as SGA president for
the 1 997-98 school yearwith friend
Rebecca Spears, and his mother.
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President Bornstein lends Mark
Shanoff a hand as they take turns
to hammer Rose Skillman
Hall in a symbolic ceremony that
will mark the future demolishment
of that building.
V SGA officers Matt Mitchell and
Carla Mancia take some time from
the day's festivities to pose for this
picture.
Luis Hernandez/Tomokan
A Matt Masem, Shannon Gryn,
and Kim Hanisak represent the
Sandspur at the inaguaration.
-< Paul Schick and SGA Vice-
PresidentJohn Titone help celebrate
the beginning of the new
administration.
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unifying wnts
UnityFest Brings Everyone Together for a Day of Fun
By Luis Hernandez
Throughout the years,
Diversity Week has provided
students, faculty, and staff
alike with many cultural
events and programs that are
meant to educate all about the
minority groups found here
on campus. Sponsored by the
Cultural Action Committee
(CAC), this year's Diversity
Week brought many together
for a day of fun and
help close the week's events
with a bang. Appropiately
named UnityFest, this event
on the Sandspur Field attracted
many students on a Saturday
for what was a day of unity
among all groups on
campus.Organized by CAC
chairperson, Kiomie Johansen,
and other CAC leaders,
UnityFest allowed groups to
sell food and other merchen-
dise to students and the
general public. With a live
band playing and many
enjoying the day's beautiful,
sunny weather, UnityFest
made a successful debut. The
event proved that many can
come together for a day of
fun and free of alcohol. The
success of this celebration
shows that when all come
together anything is possible.
A Mike Deaver and Rev. John Langfitt are hoping
to see if anyone will bail them out ofTKE's jail. Most
Greek letter groups participated in the day's events.
>• Michelle Esfahani takes the plunge
for a good cause. The UnityFest provided
many activities to participate in.
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A LASA's kiosk, which represented a traditional Caribbean bohio,
helped that group generate interest and revenue for their group.
A LASA president Valenta Encarnacion keeps Campus Safety
informed on the status of Unity Fest. Campus Leaders worked with
officers in monitoring the day's events.
A Laura Hall is one of the many students who came out to support
Unityfest. Many students took part in sports activities such as frisbee-
throwing and touch football on the Sandspur Field.
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Cash or Credit? 1
Park Avenue has Come A long Way
By Luis Hernandez
AA^here would Winter Park be without Park Avenue? That is a very good
question to ponder, especially since it's the essence of Park Avenue that gives
Winter Park it's identity. Running from campus all the way to Maitland, Park
Avenue is very well know for its fine boutiques, stores, and restaurants that
attract many people, especially those wanting a break from the shopping
experiences found at local malls. Students usually find Park Avenue as a
wonderful way to escape from campus, while others enjoy the chic shopping
atmosphere the avenue has to offer. Park Avenue is also home to the annual
Winter Park Arts Festival held every March, many of the city's government
offices, and Central Park. With the announcement that the school will be
developing the land it owns at K-lot, the appearance of Park Avenue will change
once again. While many stores such as Park Avenue CD's and Jacobson's still
remain present, other institutions such as Border Cantina ( now the Colony ) and
Fat Tuesday's have either changed management or have gone out of business.
While the future holds many changes in store for Park Avenue, it can be assured
that its small town charm will never change.
36 Campus Life
Hope Stein and Casey Carroll
spend a normal spring day at the
Barnie's cafe on Park Avenue.
•< Hope Stein gets caught getting
her nails at Bon jour Nails, a popular
Park Avenue beauty salon.
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Curtain Call
The Annie Russell Theater Opens it 65th Season With a Bang
By Luis Hernandez
he Annie Russell Theater kicked off its 65th season with a series of
popular Broadway productions. Known as a leader in theatrical productions in
Central Florida, the Annie Russell Theater, along with students from the Theater
Arts department produced several plays and musicals including "Much Ado
About Nothing," "Anything Goes," and the ever-popular Winterfest festival,
which is held annually during Winter Term. Reportedly believed to be haunted,
the Annie Russell Theater does not scare playgoers, but instead provides them
with an casual, quaint atmosphere that is quite rare in today's world of big-
budget productions. Every play & musical are produced entirely by students and
staffmembers of the Theater and Dance Department, thereby assuring the charm
of every production is produced as they were meant to be. With one of the
strongest theater departments in the country and an excellent cast of actors, one
can be assure that they won't leave their seats before the play is over.
< Jenny Colinger and Jodi
Coleman take a break from the
hectic duties of constructing sets for
the Winterfest festival.
A Jenny Colinger, Danielle D'Addessa,
Megan Morrison, and Nichole Adams get
ready before an evening's performance of
"Anything Goes:.
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Better Late Than Never
After a Long Wait, Fox Day Finally Arrives
By Luis Hernandez
E/very spring, the
Fox has made his
appearance on campus
sometime in May, but this
year this wasn't the case.
Many worried students
seem perplexed about
whether or not the Fox
would make his arrival on
campus any time soon, yet
with no way to know in
advance, it remained a
mystery.However, on the
morning ofMay 5, the bells
of the Knowles Chapel
sounded, signifying that the
Fox had made his annual visit.
As students rushed to Mills
Lawn to see him in person, and
later to President Bornstein's
office to get their Fox Day pins
and proclamations, there was
clearly a sense of relief that the
day had finally arrived. Later,
many students flocked to area
beaches and attractions such
as Wet 1ST Wild for a day offun
and relaxation. As usual, a
picnic that was catered by
Marriott was later held on Mills
Lawn in the late afternoon to
close the day. While it was very
uncommon to hold this school
tradition so late, it could be the
last Fox Day ever held on
campus. Several administrative
officials have discussed the idea
of cancelling Fox Day, which
has caused much criticism
among the student body in
regards ofseeing another school
tradition disappear.
A Will Rockett, President Bornstein, Will Brock,
Petra Hagenah, and Matt Jasiczek stop by the
President's Office to pick up their Fox Day
proclamation and complimentary pins and doughnuts.
^ Ericka Valenzuela and Tonia Warnecke
have a reason to smile now that the Fox has
arrived.
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A Dave Martino, Matt Raymond, and C.R. Russell make sure that
they are noticed on Fox Day.
A Sarah Nelson, Stephanie Camino, Kaela Gustafson, and Katie
Graham enjoy their first (and possibly last) Fox Day together.
A Nic Roberts and Lara Printz pay a comical salute to the one and
only Fox.
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Bar Hopping
Students Explore the Local Bar Scene
By Luis Hernandez
When the sun goes down and the weekend is near, there will be a great
chance that you' 11 find many students at a local bar or club. Hanging out at local
establishments such as the Croc Club, the Colony, and Fourth Fighter has been
a part of life for most students. The bar scene in Orlando and Winter Park has
been thriving due to the patronage of many college students on weekends, and
on occasions, by parties held by fraternities/sororities that attract a large number
of bar patrons. While there are certain rules and restrictions on who and who
can't drink, events held at bars tend to be more enjoyable due to the absence of
school' s alcohol regulations. In the past groups such as ATQ, X 1?, andTKE have
held succeessful bar functions that attracted a large number of attendees, and that
also assisted these groups in raising funds for various charities such as the United
Way. The success of such parties and the opening of new bars in the area will
probably provide students with many more places where they can socialize in an
environment away from campus.
3> v*
-< Nicole Sullivan and Frode
Loftesnes talk about personal
matters.
A Charlie Espasas, Andy Adler, Charlie
Eder, and Nicola Siso are just a few of the
guests at the St. Patrick's Day party at the
Colony.
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PUXA VIDA!
Portuguese Language Students get Together
for a Cultural Dinner
By Luis Hernandez
The vast, huge country that is Brazil has always fascinated outsiders
for decades. Whether it's the cosmopolitan atmosphere of Rio de Janiero, the
music of samba, or the importance of the Amazonian rainforest, Brazilian life
and culture has always influenced many people's ideas about life in South
America's largest country. After a brief hiatus, Professor Roy Kerr resumed his
classes on Brazilian Portuguese this year. Students enrolled in both his fall and
spring classes learned a great deal about the use of Portuguese, Brazilian history,
and the cultures found in the country's various regions. At the end of the year.
Professor Kerr, his wife, Anne, and their son, Edward, celebrated the end of the
course by inviting his students to their home for a complete Brazilian dinner
("feijoada") and conversation ("bate-papo"). The dinner, which introduces
students to various dishes found in Brazilian gastronomy, allows students to
analyze and reflect on what they have learned about life and society in the
world's fifth largest country. The importance of learning about the richness of
Brazil's Afro-Lusitanian culture and the advantages of mastering the Portuguese
language, the third most spoken European language in the world was a truly
learning experience for all.
^ Kelly Grant and Michelle J
Segarra-Rovira look on as §
Edward Kerr enjoys playing g
with their cameras. §
a)
-< Michelle Segarra-Rovira, Mike
Deaver, Kelly Grant, Laurence Vert,
Molly Yarrington, Nate Sugar,
Tyson LeMonte, and Julia Jerome
have a dinner table conversation
while dinning on traditional
Brazil ion cuisine.
Y The cake speaks for itself.
Luis Hernandez/Tomokan
A Nate Sugar, Tyson LeMonte,
and Michelle Segarra-Rovira
watch on as Mrs. Ann Kerr serves
them dessert.
•< Michelle Segarra-Rovira and
Dr. Roy Kerr listen on to an
ongoing chat on various topics.
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Y John Langfitt discusses something with
Brian Small, as Kiomie Johansen look s on.
A Paul Schick is definitely all
smiles, especially since the food at
the banquet was not catered by
Marriott.
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Students Gather to Learn More About the Islamic Holiday of Eid
By Luis Hernandez
Every year the Islamic holiday of Eid is commemorated by Muslims
throughout the world, as well as by the Muslim Student Union (MSU) here on
campus. Held for the second year in a row, the MSU in partnership with the Latin
American Student Association (LASA) celebrated the holiday with a traditional
Middle Eastern dinner and later by a lecture on Islam at the Lawrence Center.
Attended by many students and staffmembers, the dinner was an opportunity for
Muslim students to discuss and elaborate on the traditions and beliefs that
Muslims adhere to in their daily lives. The dinner also allowed the attendees to
savor the taste of many Middle Eastern dishes as well as a place to socialize
amongst each other. The success of the Eid dinners has proven that with the
cooperation between Cultural Action Committee (CAC) groups, the results are
beneficial to the community in learning and respecting diverse cultures.
•< A MSU member shows students
the variety of Middle Eastern
desserts they can choose from.
A Valenta Encarnacion and Michelle Segarra-
Rovira help to serve guests at the banquet.
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Honoring Friends
Scenes from the CAC Banquet
By Luis Hernandez
I,_n recent years, it has
become necessary to honor all
those who have given years of
service to the cause of
promoting diversity on this
small Southern college. To
answer this need, members of
the Cultural Action Committee
took time to organize a banquet
honoring students,faculty, and
staff alike for their unselfish
energies in promoting
tolerance and acceptance of
those who are different from
the rest of us. This year's
banquet, which was held at the
Winter Park Women's Club,
honored many students and
group advisors for their
assistance in helping CAC
groups with their missions.
Emceed by Brandy DeMil and
Karl Lewis, the event has
become an annual gathering
for minority students and
faculty. Yet the highlight of
the night was when all past
and present presidents of the
variousCAC groups gathered
on stage to honor Penny
Schafer for her dedicated and
loyal service to CAC. Penny,
who is leaving the school after
serving four years as the
Assistant Dean of Student
Affairsjoined the leaders and
CAC chairs Kiomie Johansen
and Stephanie Ballauer
onstage for a standing ovation
.
While all good things must
come to an end, diversity on
campus must never cease.
A Matt Mitchell and John Titone help themselves
to the Banquet's dinner fare. Traditional
Mediterranean cuisine was served for the evening.
^ Yudit Greenberg and Jennifer Lassoff
talk about the future of the Jewish Student
League (JSL).
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A Ericka Valenzuela and Heather Laporte show their radiant smiles
to the world. The banquetwas held at the Winter Park Women's Club
on Fairbanks Avenue.
A In a moving tribute, Penny Schafer is honored for her numerous
contributions and her dedicated service in assisting minority students/
groups on campus.
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th - -'ceil ;i long journe\ for those students w ho first ventured onto
campus in the Fall of 1993, and it is just the beginning of a new era and
century for the Class of 2000. Seniors and Underclassmen have
taken full advantage of their college years to travel to exotic destinations
during Winter Term, while others went through men' s and women' s rush
into form new friendships in the Greek system. Weekends always
started off on Thursdays, as many students went clubbing to various
nightclubs such as the Edge (now 8 Seconds) and Renaissance (now
Cairo). Some students got part -time jobs, while others interned at
various business throughout the country. The number of off-campus
students grew as rates for on-campus residency increased. Apartment
complexes attracted many students due to their space, cost, and other
amenities not available to those who reside in dorms. Leisure sports
became a popular way for many to spend their free time. Rollerblading,
tennis, and volleyball were the most popular sports to students. Fox
Day 1997 made its' arrival late this year, this time in May. Theater
students received special interest housing at Harmon and Pflug Halls,
adding them to an increasing list of independent residential groups.
Towards the end, the changes on campus brought a new identity to the
school as it heads into the 21st century.
KaelaGustafson and Casey
Carroll spend a weekday
afternoon talking to each other
outside of Ward Hall.
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Bibb Allen, Jr.
Palm Bay, FL
Psychology
Lisa Bohmart
New York, NY
Psychology
Ashley Batholm
Milton, DE
Psychology
Beth Bonargo
Warrington, PA
International Relations
Dara Baur
Forest Hills, NY
Politics
Laurie Beck
Potomac, MD
Psychology
Gary Bosses
Scarsdale, NY
Economics
Mary Ann Canzano
Milton, MA
Psychology
Kristen Carpenter
Southbury, CT
Sociology
Lance Cashion
Fort Worth, TX
Anthropology
Peter Castiglione IV
Pompano Beach, FL
Music/Theater Arts
52 Seniors
Joseph Chanda
Indialantic, FL
History
Alicia Cline
St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands
Anthropology
Melli Collada
Longwood, FL
Elementary Education
Dorothy Coslow
Winter Park, FL
Psychology
Shiella Davis
Orlando, FL
Psychology
Michael Deaver
Lake Mary, FL
Psychology
Joseph Diana
Winter Park, FL
Psychology
Ellen Dittmer
Altamonte Springs, FL
Anthropology
Jena Donofrio
Mount Dora, FL
Psychology
Paige Dreyfuss
Potomac, MD
Psychology
Nicholas Dwight
Orlando, FL
Psychology
Jeanmarie Esposito
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Music/Theater Arts
Seniors 53
Samuel Farmer
London, England
History
Nancy Fazio
Sarasota, FL
Music
Eileen Fernandez
Orlando, FL
Latin American Studies
Matthew Friedman
Potomac, MD
Psychology
Vanessa Garay
San Miguel Allende, Mexico
Latin American Studies
Eileen Giarrusso
Atlanta, GA
Elementary Education
Stephanie Float
Ellicott City, MD
Theater Arts
Kathryn Gilbert
Stuart, FL
Psychology
Julie Godwin
Satellite Beach, FL
Politics
Timothy Graff
Indialantic, FL
Economics
Kimberly Graves
West Suffield, CT
Ecnvironmental Studies
Abby Gresko
West Palm Beach, FL
Sociology
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Laura Hall
Melbourne, FL
Biology
James Hanning III
Andover, MA
Economics
Jordan Harris
Palm Beach Gardens, FL
English
Victoria Hayes
Westport, CT
Psychology
Jeffrey Henry
North Andover, MA
Environmental Studies
Luis Hernandez
Bronx, NY
Latin American Studies
Donald Herndon
Tallahassee, FL
Biology
L. Justin Hesenius
Haverhill, MA
Economics
Seniors 55
Lisa Higgs
Nassau, Bahamas
Biology
Elisa Hill
Dallas, TX
Sociology
Cammie Holsapple
Washington, MO
Psychology
Meredith Inglesby
Hilton Head Island, SC
Art History
Julia Jerome
New York, NY
Psychology
Kioshirah Johansen
St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands
Latin American Studies/Music
Judy Hu
Nashville, TN
Biology
Jennifer Judge
Sunrise, FL
Computer Science
Jennifer Kamin
Miami, FL
English
Kristin Karlovec
Pepper Pike, OH
Sociology
Anne Kettle
Windermere, FL
Sociology
Seniors
Delara Kheradi
Singer Island, FL
English
Charles Kibort III
Greenwich, CT
Politics
Kara Kidman
Easton, CT
Psychology
Hamilton Krans III
Dover, NH
Economics
Christie Le Mieux
Fort Pierce, FL
English
Jorge Leal
Cocoa, FL
Environmental Studies
Sara Lemuth
Houston, TX
Psychology
Scott Leonard
Maitland, FL
Psychology
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Kristin Lettiere
Keyport, NJ
English
Elissa Levin
Pittsburgh, PA
Elementary Education
Allyson Lipman
Montpelier, VT
Elementary Education
Frode Loftesnes
Bergen, Norway
Economics
Carla Lopez
Bayamon, Puerto Rico
Latin American Studies
Darla Lowery
Fort Myers, FL
Elementary Education
Carri Lundquist
Maitland, FL
Sociology
Brian Maloney
Massapequa Park, NY
Theater Arts
Jennifer Maloney
Homewood, IL
Economics
Vaishali Manek
Winter Park, FL
Economics
Angela McAllister
Lookout Mountain, GA
Environmental Studies
Meggin McCloskey
Longwood, FL
Sociology
58 Seniors
Andrew McGinnis
Scarborough, ME
History
Jennifer McKay
Dallas, TX
Elementary Education
Alexis Mead
Tampa, FL
International Relations
Edwin Melendez-Murphy
Corpus Christi, TX
Biology
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Pawel Nowicki
Orlando. FL
Chemistry
Alan O'Neil
Birmingham. AL
English
Crystal Ohr
Odessa. FL
Music
Gregory Oreste
Dunedin, FL
Economics
Peter Pappas
Winter Park, FL
Chemistry
Maruja Perez
Orlando. FL
Elementary Education
Felipe Pinzon
Miami, FL
Biology
Matthew Pistone
Penn Valley. PA
Psychology
Ann-Marie Puig
Miramar, FL
Economics
Oliver Quinn
Palm Beach. FL
Sociology
Elizabeth Ramirez
Miami. FL
Elementary Education
Brandy Randel
Orlando, FL
Politics
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A
Darian Reeves
Winter Park, FL
Psychology
Jayson Rieger
Casselberry, FL
Chemistry
Andrew Ritchie
South Orleans, MA
Psychology
Amy Robinson
Jacksonville, FL
Music
William Rockett Mimi Rollins Gregory Romagnoli Tessa Rowan
New York, NY Orlando, FL Fort Lauderdale, FL Clearwater Beach. FL
Mathematical Sciences Politics English English
Laurence Rowland Heather Rudolph Lua Rudolph Kelley Rupp
Beaufort, SC Indian Rocks Beach, FL Savannah, GA Dunedin, FL
Anthropology English Psychology Biology
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Allison Scott Jennifer Segree Lauren Shrensky Jennifer Slotkin
Pittsburgh, PA Gambrills, MD Potomac, MD Denville, NJ
Spanish Environmental Studies Sociology Sociology
Holly Smith John Smith Matthew Smith Johnathan Stack
Titusville, FL Wigan, England Jamesville, NY Rye, NY
Psychology History Economics Environmental Studies
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Michael Stiskin
West Redding, CT
International Relations
Catherine Stone
Portland, CT
Sociology
Tara Stone
Saratoga Springs. NY
Biology
Nicole Sydney
West Simsbury, CT
Sociology/Spanish
James Thatcher
Warwick, Bermuda
Economics
Christine Thwaite
Totowa, NJ
Economics
Michael Todorovich II
Lake Ozark, MO
Economics
Fred Toettcher III
Farmington Hills, MI
History
Brian Travis
Gainesville, FL
Economics
Scott Van Selow
Fort Myers, FL
Economics
Amy Wallace
Oakbrook, IL
English
Cristina Welsh
Miramar, Puerto Rico
Psychology
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Nicola Weston
Isle of Jersey, United Kingdom
Elementary Education
Matthew Williams
Orlando, FL
Mathematical Science
Lindsey Winick
Marblehead, MA
Art History
Christa Wrenn
Sanibel Island, FL
Philosophy
John Wulbern
Ocala, FL
Sociology
Karen Zagrodny
Parkersburg, WV
Environmental Studies
Origin Zanders
Orlando, FL
Psychology
The Year in Review
Bill Clinton becomes the first
Democrat to be re-elected President
since Franklin D. Roosevelt.
A Supreme Court decision in Hawaii
brought the issue of same-sex
marriages to the national spotlight.
The City ofMiami faced bankruptcy
after an economic crisis forced the
city in reorganizing financially.
North Dakota faced severe floods
due to the overflowing of several
rivers.
Hong Kong returned back to
Chinese rule on July 1 , 1 997 after
99 years under British rule.
The Arab-Israeli peace talks fell
apart after Israel refused to stop
the construction of Jewish
settlements in the West Bank.
O.J. Simpson was found liable for
the deaths of his estranged wife
and her friend by a California
court resulting in a multi-million
dollar settlement for the victims'
families. IP
Sitcoms such as "Roseanne,"
"Married. ..with Children," and
"Martin," saw their long-running
series come to an end.
Caroline Fentress '95, married
long-time boyfriend, actor Chris
O'Donnell ( "Scent ofa Woman,"
"Batman Forever") in a church
ceremony in Washington, D.C.
The first U.S. ambassador to •
Vietnam since the end of the war
was confirmed by Congress in
May.
64 Seniors
That was then, This is now...
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A Juan Mercado poses for his official "Party
Monitor of the Year" award.
^ Shannon Barry, Dario Moore
'96, and Meredith Inglesby pose
for a picture from the now defunct
"Bits & Pieces" comedy sketch.
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< When Carlos (Barcia) met y Todd Benderson tries on a pair of glasses.
Eileen (Fernandez).
Picture This!
Photo Outtakes From Recent Editions
Underclassmen
Nichole Adams '00
Mims, FL
Mark Anderson '00
Logansport, IN
Colleen Arcand '00
Tyngsboro, MA
Kris Avedon '00
Alexandria, VA
Jaime Bachtell '99
Smithsburg. MD
Zora Bacon '99
Niceville. FL
Darcy Bailey '98
North Palm Beach, FL
Taylor Baker '00
East Lansing. MI
Carlos Barcia '99
Deltona, FL
Shannon Barry '98
Morristown. NJ
Robert Barton '99
San Juan Capistrano, CA
Destin Berthelot '99
Pensacola, FL
Heather Bertoli '00
Acworth, GA
Nicola Beyrent '00
Naples, FL
John Bloomfield '00
St. Kitts, West Indies
Monica Bonilla '99
Lonas de Valle Dorado, Mexico
Juan Buritica '98
Orlando, FL
Tabitha Campbell '99
Duxbury, MA
Liza Carelli-Sennett '99
Richmond, VA
William Brock '98
Birmingham, AL
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Casey Carroll '00
Atlantic Beach, FL
Liam Casey '98
Winter Park, FL
Byrant Castro '98
Coral Springs, FL
Julie Chason '99
Bay Minette, AL
Rick Chen '00
Dunwoody, GA
Jennifer Colinger '99
Erwin, TN
Sarah Colville '98
Athens, GA
Christine Conte '00
Boca Raton, FL
Mary Cran '00
Lake Bluff, IL
Johnny Crosskey '98
Tampa, FL
Kelly Cutler '00
New Smyrna Beach, FL
Leslie Davies '00
Westfield, MA
Estela De Arcos '99
Miami, FL
Miguel De Arcos '00
Miami, FL
Windy Dees '99
Arcadia, FL
Lori Dennis '00
Fort Lauderdale. FL
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Ill'
Ba Diep '00
D;tnbury, CT
Bulent Dincer '00
Saint Louis, MO
Siena Domaille '99
Mammoth Lakes, CA
Larry Eger '00
Bayside, NY
Monica Facusse '99
Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Sara Feldman '98
Boynton Beach. FL
Timothy Fiebelkorn '00
Jacksonville, FL
Patricia Floto '00
Tampa Bay, FL
Lauren Foglia '99
Philadelphia. PA
Tracy Fullington '98
Lexington. KY
Ashley Gegg '00
Wilmette, 1L I
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Underclassmen
Emily Gill '00
Marietta, GA
Cara Ginsberg '00
Signal Mountain, TN
Micou Glazener
Williamsburg, VA
Michael Greer '00
Mechanicsville, MD
Nicholas Groth '00
Eagan, MN
Chad Harris '00
Naples, FL
Rhonda Hauser '00
Glendale, AZ
Andrea Henderson '99
Tallahassee, FL
Krista Hobizal '00
Smiley, TX
Athena Hoffman '00
Dallas. TX
Geoffrey Hoofnagale '98
Merritt Island, FL
Shannah Hunt '98
Merritt Island, FL
Coral Israel '99
Homestead, FL
Evan Itskowitch '00
New York, NY
Matthew Jasiczek '00
Saint Simons Island, GA
Christopher Kahl '99
Merritt Island. FL
Christine Kelly '98
Englewood, FL
Melissa Kelley '98
Murfreesboro. TN
Michael Kelley '98
Murfreesboro, TN
Carissa Kent '99
Tampa. FL
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Underclassmen
Brian Kilpatrick '00
West Bridgewater, MA
Zai Kipgen '00
New Delhi. India
Eva Kotylak '00
Belleair Beach. FL
Eleanor Lackman '00
Maitland. FL
Krystal Lanning '00
Miami, FL
Heather Laporte '99
Norwich, CT
Chelsea Larned '00
Orlando, FL
Alexandra Ledesma '99
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico
Michael Lynch '00
Staten Island, NY
Allison Mains '99
Saint Petersburg, FL
Micah Manning '99
Orlando, FL
Maria Nieves Man '00
Eustis, FL
Caroline Martin '98
Bethel, CT
Danielle Martino '00
Moorestown. NJ
Matthew Masem '00
Seminole. FL
Jennifer Mayberry '98
Naples, FL
Alicia McGoogan '98
Palm City, FL
Eric McKeeby '00
Mount Dora, FL
Robert McKnight '00
Falmouth, MA
Patrick McTigue '99
Fort Lauderdale, FL
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Dominique Mila '00
Jensen Beach, FL
Craig Miles '00
Williamsville, NY
Larissa Miller '00
Elm Grove. WI
William Moore '98
Washington, DC
Deidre Nealon '99
North White Plains, NY
Sarah Nelson '00
Manchester, MA
Stephanie Neumann '00
Miami. FL
Fredrick Nisson '98
Vinkelgatan. Sweden
Emily Norton '00
Tallahassee. FL
Zofia Nowicki '99
Orlando. FL
David O'Brien '00
Langhorne. PA
Sara Osborne '99
Rockledge, FL
Molly Ousey '00
Clinton. NJ
Suzanne Paterno '00
Naples. FL
Lara Printz '99
Birmingham, AL
Natasha Ramnauth '00
Orlando, FL
Liza Carell-Sennett/Contributo
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Lee Reese '99
Wilmington. DE
Meredith Rendell '00
Dallas, TX
Adele Roach '00
Richmond. VA
Jessica Rogers '00
Sainte Jean Cap Fenrat. France
Hugo Roodenburg '00
Miami. FL
Laura Rothschild '00
Vero Beach, FL
Ava Schurman '98
Fort Myers, FL
Kim Schurman '99
Fort Myers, FL
Alexis Scudder '99
Sarasota, FL
Michelle Segarra-Rovira '99
Tampa. FL
Natalie Smith '99
Fort Myers, FL
Tyler Smith '00
Grand Blanc. MI
Corey Snow '98
Fort Myers. FL
Wendy Stahler '98
Richboro, PA
Timothy Stapleton '00
Sherman. CT
Ashley Staton *00
Durham, NC
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Underclassmen
Julie Stein '00
Dallas, TX
Laura Stevenson '99
Sarasota. FL
Laveta Stewart '00
Daytona Beach, FL
Shawna Storozuk '00
Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Keith Streger '00
Coral Springs, FL
Jennifer Szwez '00
Madison, CT
Mary Taul '00
Mobile, AL
David Terry '99
Palm Bay, FL
Jeremy Thakurdin '98
Apopka, FL
Tyler Thomas '99
Dallas, TX
Christopher Thorne
Orlando, FL
Julie Uhlendorf '99
Pinellas, FL
Kristine Ullo '99
Longwood, FL
Ericka Valenzuela '99
West Melbourne. FL
Ginny Veldman '99
Hollandale. MN
Matthew White '00
Mount Vernon. IL
Molly Yarrington '99
Randolph. NY
Heather Yevelson '00
Fort Lauderdale. FL
Jennifer Zachariah '00
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL
Jennifer Zelenak '00
Sanford, FL
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ACAdEMics
T1 he face of the school's academic departments and staff has change in the past year.
The creation of the Information Technology staff and the elimination of many
positions within the Student Activities/Affairs division has seen many new faces enter
and many old ones exit. Yet another general education requirement ("Q" as in
quantative methods) was added to an already complicated field of graduation
requirements. The school's study-abroad program at the Autonomous University
of the Yucatan in Merida, Mexico was terminated by the International Programs
office, while new internship programs in the United Kingdom and Spain attracted
many students. Winter Term was saved from the axe by a group of concerned
students and faculty members in early 1 996. The term, which allows students to study-
abroad or take alternative on-campus courses was challenged by some who felt that the
program was a waste of time. The school played host to a national conference on
the importance of a traditional liberal arts education, and the school was ranked #2
among the top regional liberal arts colleges in the Southeast by U.S. News and World
report. The college unveiled an revamped web site that displayed information,
pictures, and other significant matter to web surfers, hence providing a showcase of
its changes to the outside world.
V Vanessa Garay and Professor
Pedro Pequeno-Rossie stand amid the
cobblestone streets and pastel- colored
buildings of Antigua, Guatemala.
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Pedro Pequefio Rossie/Contnbuted
Academics 77
Y This student prefers to
study on Mills Lawn.
Admissions Alumni Relations
Front Row: Camilla Chapman, Terry Sutton, Jan Jackson, Ruth Jordan, Leslie Left to Right: Sally Fleischman, Diana Johnson, Jill
Miller, Vanessa Carroll, David Erdmann. Second Row: Scott Linville, Anne Wacker, Cynthia Wood.
Bergstresser ,Kristen Berquist, Monique Coppen, Cindy Ligon, April Waters.
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Anthropology Biology
Left to Right: Carol Lauer, Gay Biery-Hamilton, Pedro
Pequefio-Rossie, Marilyn, Stewart, Manuel Vargas-
Payano. Not Pictured: Teresita Fernandez, Robert Moore.
Left to Right: James Small, Judy Schmalstig, David Richard. Not
Pictured: Persis Coleman, Eileen Gregory, Gail Jones, Stephen
Klemann, Ana Rodriguez.
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Luis Hernandez/Tomokan
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Y Nicole Sydney and Darcy
Bailey study before their
Spanish class outside.
z
Chemistry Cornell Fine Arts Museum
Left to Right Harriet Doherty, Pedro Bernal, Beverlv Bridge, Erich Left to Right: Micki Evans, Reed Higginbotham, Mary Ann Bowie,
Blossey, Larry Eng-Wilmot, Erica Pyles. Not Pictured: Brian Ramsey. Richard Colvin, Rebecca Savill, Arthur Blumenthal, Vicki Brodnax.
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Y These students study
outside of Gale Hall.
>• Kim Stowers helps out Jason
Tisdell with a computer problem at
the Bush Computert Lab.
if
Dean of Faculty
Front Row: Sandra Woodcock, Pattie Pardee. Back
Row: Dean Steve Briggs, Toni Strollo.
Economics
Front Row: Sharon Miller, Kenna Taylor. Back Row:
Eric Schutz, Chris Skelley, Harry Kypraios, Wayne
Hales,Charlie Rock. Not Pictured: Robert Steen.
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Front Row: Patricia Strickland, Christine Kelly, Mary Left to Right: Ruth Jackson, Richard Lima, Edward Borsoi,
Grabach. Back Row: Nancy McAleer, Scott Hewitt, Nancy Decker, Roy Kerr, Ruth Mesavage, Dan Carpenter,
Linda Deture, Larry Contanche, Natalie DeCamp. Karoline Manny, Julie Abella, Alexander Boguslawski.
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Information Technology International Programs
Front Row: Roger Mercure, Dick Gaugh, Paul Welch, Lara Zielinsky, Katie Sarichez, Beverly
Gibson. Middle Row: Beck Strain, Debra Yanavok, Susan Curran, Anna Watson, Mercedes
GonzaTes-Chavez, Les Llyoyd. Back Row: Mark Simos, Tom Danford, David Sheddan, Scott
Stodulski, Todd Rermer, Leon Okopski, John Brietz. Not Pictured: Rosemary Naleway, Phil Hale.
Kathy Bailey & Donna O'Connor
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•< Sophomore Anne D'Orto takes
a break from a piano recital
during Alumni Weekend.
YAndy Ritchie and Laura Hall study
on blankets outside on Mills Lawn.
Lakeside Health Center Mathematical & Computer Sciences
Left to Right: Mary Ann Frank, John Paul Feenburg,
Sylvia Kurth.
Front Row (L to R): Gloria Child, Julie Carrington, Gene Hidalgo.
Back Row (L to R): David Kurtz, Doug Child, Richard Vitray,
Mark Anderson.
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V Ann-Marie Puig takes time to
assist the Student Affairs staff
with the delicate task of
answering the phones.
Y Laura Greeneisen and Alexis Mead get
a piece of the rock, as they join students &
faculty members in the closing ceremonies
for Rose Skillman Hall.
Olin Library Organizational Communications
Front Row (L to R): Trudy LaFramboise, D.J. Maratta, Lettie Currin, Esther Chase, Shelly
Wyatt, Donna Cohen. Middle Row (L to R): George Grant, Kate Reich. Linda McKnight,
Sarah Wiegard, Marina Sobolevskaya, Midge Black, Douglas Kucklick. Back Row (L to R):
Patti Haley, Donna Gray, Carolyn McFarland, Pat Grail, Naomi Harrison.
Left to Right: Wally Schmidt, Marvin Newman, Kim
White-Mills, Richard Bommelje.
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Left to Right: Marke Freeman, Carol Galilli, Barbara Clockwise (Left to Right): Arnold Wettstein, Hoy t Edge, Raja Halvvani,
DeVane Andrea Weisman YuditGreenberg, Karl Peters, Margaret McLaren. Not Pictured: Tom
Cook, Doris Lynn.
iL
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Physical Education/Athletics Physics
Front Row: Phil Roach, Jackie Hadel, Keith Buckley, Jim Poling, Rich Morns, Tom Klusman, Kyle Left to Right: Robert Carson, Greg Alman, Don Griffin.
Frakes, Mike Rockovich, Glenn Wilkes, Jascinth Herrington, David Neal, Alan Hancock, Dean Hybl. Not Pictured" Pamela Mason
Back Row: Mike Bourbonnais, Sue Richard, Carin Hoblick, Matt Long, Mary Ostrander, Rissa
Andres, Thea Robinson, Bob Rikeman, Michelle Frew, Bud Morrow, Marc Bedsole.
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Student Financial Planning Writing Center
Front Row (L to R): Heidi Patterson, Linda Downing, Kathy Dunlap.
Back Row (L to R): Phi] Asbury, Shellie Thomas-Small, Jim Lomas,
Mary K. Adessa.
First Row (L to R): Marlene Flynn, Meagan McCloskey, Leslie Whitten, Carter Young, Jessica Early, Canssa Kent. Second
Row (L to R): Kay Mullally, Stephanie Baum, John Brehm, Tara Cantrell, Natalie Smith, Jennifer Lassoff, Jennifer Judge,
Kevin Yates, Leslie Tdlman, Frank Brogan, Gerrie Kalaidjian, Third Row (L to R): Jordan Hams, Dani G<
Dowling. Kristin Rogalski, Susan Bailey. Krista Cooper, Willie Garland, Twila Papay. Michelle West.
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WJtudent groups on campus have grown dramatically in recent years, as many more
students chose to remain independent and seek interests that not only benefited
themselves, but the community as a whole.H Service clubs such as Rotaract and
Habitat for Humanity made their debut on campus, as the importance of community
service became something that was being recognized nationally. HI Members of the
Publications Broadcast Union saw major improvements in their publications. Student
publications such as Brushing and the Tomokan won local acclaim and national awards
& recognitions, while Sandspur took a whole new look after many operating difficulties.
Cultural groups such as LASA and BSU brought campus-wide festivities to celebrate
their cultural heritages, while new CAC groups such as Muslim Student Union and
Amnesty International joined the organization. Small clubs such as the Stock
Market Club and College Republicans saw a rise in their popularity. I Many groups
such as InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, Campus Crusade for Christ, and the Jewish
Student League attracted many students who wanted to reconnect with God while in
college. Although unpopular clubs such as Cigar Aficionados don't exist anymore,
students who have a desire to start their own club/organization can always do by
registering with the Office of Student Activities and Leadership Programs. Regardless
of the outcome, student organizations have and will continue to change the scene.
V Members ofLASA celebrate at the
UnityFest. From Left to Right: Maria
Figueroa, Michelle Segarra-Rovira,
Valenta Encarnacion, Carla Lopez, Leon
Amell, Miriam Morales, Elizabeth Rfos.
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Black Student Union
Black Student Union (BSU)
has been a major group on
campus for many years.
Stressing the importance of
recognizing the rich and
important culture of Africans
and African-Americans,
BSU has had strong
successes in the past with
such events as the annual
Africanafest .
The College Republicans are
composed of a group of
students that are politically-
affiliated to the Republican
Party. The club, which has
organized public speeches,
debates, and other political
forums has seen an increase
in its size. This year
members got the opportunity
to see U.S. House Speaker
Newt Gingrich at a local
GOP fundraising party held
in Orlando in the fall.
The Cultural Action
Committee (CAC) is a
division of the Student
Government Association
(SGA) that deals with
educating the student body
about various minority
groups
. Composing a variety
of different ethnic, religious,
and other social groups,
CAC is a major mover on
campus when it comes to
promoting diversity.
InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship is a bible-study /
interest group that seeks to
enlighten individuals about
Christian life and prayer.
Meeting regularly at the
French House, this group
holds meetings and events
together throughout various
times of the year.
College Republicans
Cultural Action Committee
Luis Hernandez/Tomokan
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
The 1996-97 black Student
Union gathers for a group
photograph in the garden
located between the Annie
Russell Theater and the
Knowles Memorial Chapel.
Left to Right:
Micou Glazener,
Eric McKeeby,
Holli Harben,
Paul Schick,
Jon Titone,
Emily Emerson.
Not Pictured:
Paul Smerge.
Left to Right:
Zaiba Malik,
Michelle Segarra-Rovira,
Karl Lewis,
Phu Nguyen,
Penny Schafer,
Bette Tallen,
Jennifer Kamin,
Jennifer Lassoff,
Lara Print z,
Stephanie Ballauer,
Donna Lee,
Valenta Encarnacion,
Kiomie Johansen.
Members of the Intervarsity
Christian fellowship gather
outside the French House for a
group photograph.
Luis Hernandez/Tomokan
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•K Yolaine Cotel spends
her time at the Sandspur
Field for the day of
Unityfest activities.
Y JSL Members Rhonda
Heuhaus, Lara Printz, and
Tracy Tolpin spend some
time at Lyman Hall.
-< Kiomie Johansen
leads a CAC board
meeting as Phu
Nguyen, Valenta
Encarnacion, and
Zaiba Malik listen on.
L>3?
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Vi hats New? CAC
> Sabrinc An ico and Teresa
Greenlees take a break from initiating
newOmicron Delta Kappa members.
Y Donna Lee and Kiomie
Johansen talk about recent
CAC events and programs.
m
A Maria Figueroa waves to all as
she happily participates in the
StudentActivities leadership retreat.
Next
(Previous,
Rotaract members
Angela Higgs and Lara Printz
help run a food drive to
benefit battered women
Lara Printz/ Contrib
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The Jewish Student Union
(JSL) is a student group that
explores the rich legacy that
Judaism has to offer.
Through meetings and
programs, the group educates
the public about important
Jewish holidays and
traditions. In the fall and
spring JSL, held ceremonies
commemorating Rosh
Hashanah and Chanukah, as
well as Passover.
The Latin American Student
Association (LASA) is the
largest student-interest group
on -campus. The group holds
activities that both educates
and entertains people about
the diverse cultures found in
Latin America. This year the
group held various events,
including a joint dinner with
the Muslim Student Union
(MSU).
Jewish Student League
Newman Club is a student
group that is associated with
the Roman Catholic diocese
of Orlando. Sponsored by
Father Bob Wiseman,
members volunteer their time
and energies in various
charities in the area.
Rotaract is an international
service organization dedicated
to benefiting the community
via community service. This
year, Rotaract members
organized a food drive to assist
battered women, helped out at
the Special Olympic games
held in Orlando, and held a
concert at the Mitchell Plaza in
May.
Latin American Student Association
Newman Club
Nichole Adams/Contributed
Rotaract
Front Row (L to R):
Rhonda Neuhaus,
Nic Roberts,
Lara Printz,
Michelle Segarra-Rovira
Tracy Tolpin.
Back Row (L to R):
Heather Laporte,
Jennifer Lassoff,
Leah Katz,
Stuart Penan,
Janet Weiss,
Yudit Greenberg.
Members of LASA gather at a
meeting held at the Elizabeth
Hall lounge in October.
Members of Newman Club
poses with Dr. Bernal (fifth
from left) and Father Bob
Wiseman(fourth from right)
as they volunteered to paint
the home of a local woman as
part of the SeniorsFirst
program.
From Left to Right:
Vaishali Manek,
Christine DiFruscio,
Emilia Rivera,
Ba Diep,
Lara Printz,
Chad Harris.
Not Pictured:
Angela Higgs,
Rhonda Neuhaus,
Kristie Strange
Tracy Tolpin.
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Sign of the Times
Sign of the Times is a
student group that educates
students about the potential
power that sign language
posseses. As part of CAC's
Diversity Week, the group
organized a mass education
campaign by placing posters
and flyers throughout
campus that illustrated basic
sign language hand
movements.
Assisting the Office of
Admissions, members of
Student Ambassadors serve
as guides and contacts for
prospective new students.
Giving walking tours of the
campus, answering phones,
and assisting Admissions
staffmembers, this group
makes it possible for many
high school seniors to make
an easy transition to college
life.
Composed of transfer
students, the Transfer Club is
an organization that is
determined to assist tansfer
students make an easy
adjustment to life on-
campus. Operating out of
Pugsley Hall, the Transfer
Club held various get
togethers that allowed
members to make new
friendships at a new school.
Luis Hernandez/Tomokan
Student Ambassadors
Transfer Club
Clockwise:
Jennifer Kamin,
Terra Atkinson,
Julie Chason,
Jodi Coleman.
Front Row (L to R):
Vanessa Carroll. Joyce Ahlering, Lee
Reese, Lori Dennis, Wendy Stahler.
Colleen Arcand, Natalie Cuartelon.
Middle Row (L to R):
Krystal Lanning, Kristin Dolina-
Adamczyk, Cara Ginsberg, Adair Butt,
Christina Leh, Ellen Williams. Jennifer
Zelenak.
Back Row (L to R):
Michael Greer, Evan Itskowitch, Rick
Chen, Marisa Kincy, Angela Higgs,
Christine Forkois, David Terry, Rita
Bornstein. Lauren Skrenta.
Front Row (L to R): Marion
Fountain, Christine Kelly,
Jaime Bachtell, Melissa
Kelley, Micou Glazener.
Back Row (L to R): Fredrik
Nilsson, Eric Arnold, Michael
Kelley, Charlie Hauter,
Richard Stevens, Ben Wilder,
Mark Henych, Peter
Rodriquez.
Not Pictured: Kathleem
Smoak, Angel Tung, William
Moore, Brandon Stegman,
Rhonda Hauser, Sacia
Glazener, Marguerite
Thompson.
44 Names in Student Activities/Organizations to Know!
Joy Ahlering (Voices for Women)
Sabrina Anico (ACE)
Mairi Beautyman (Sandspur)
Myrna Caban (Voices for Women)
Michelle Cicak (Alumni Assoc.)
Johnny Crosskey (Sandspur)
Natalie Cuartelon (Sandspur)
Brandy DeMil (R-FLAG)
Mike Deaver (RHA)
Ba Diep (Rotaract)
Valenta Encarnacion (LASA)
Michele Esfahani (RHA)
Maria Figueroa (LASA)
Matt Gabriel (SGA)
Willie Garland (RHA)
Teresa Greenlees (ODK)
Shannon Gryn (Sandspur)
Lara Hadrys (Brushing)
Laura Hall (Voices for Women)
Kim Hanisak (Sandspur)
Luis Hernandez (Tomokan)
Kiomie Johansen (CAC)
Margriet Johansen (BIG)
Leah Katz (JSL)
Nellie Lackman (Tomokan)
Heather Laporte (JSL)
Jennifer Lassoff (JSL)
Karl Lewis (BSU)
Zaiba Malik (MSU)
Carla Mancfa (SGA)
Matt Masem (Sandspur)
Matt Mitchell (SGA)
Rhonda Neuhaus (JSL)
Phu Nguyen (AASA)
Crystal Ohr (RHA)
Peter Pappas (SAACS)
Lara Printz (Rotaract)
Ann-Marie Puig (SGA)
Lua Rudolph (Voices for Women)
Matt Schmidt (R-Times)
Michelle Segarra-Rovira (LASA)
Jeremy Thakurdin (LASA)
Jon Titone (SGA)
Tracy Tolpin (JSL)
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•K A student volunteers her time to
paint the face of a local child who
participated in the annual
Halloween Howl event.
Y Nic Roberts, Rhonda Neuhausjracy
Tolpin, Angela Higgs, Christine
DiFruscio, and Vaishali Manek relax
after a long day of Rotaract activities.
-< Sally Osborne is
one of the many Student
Ambassadors who assist
the admissions office in
leading tours for
prospective students.
IT-]?
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>- College Republicans John Titone,
Emily Emerson, Micou Glazener, and
Eric McKeeby attend a fundraising
banquet for their favorite political party.
Y Jenny Colinger helped
RHA decorate the halls of
Elizabeth Hall for Halloween.
Emily Emerson/Contributed
A These members of Habitat for
Humanity help to contruct a house
for a family in West Winter Park.
Next
Previous,
) Eileen Fernandez
helps wrap gifts for her
favorite charity.
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Alan Nordstrom and Matt
Certo two of Omicron Delta
Kappa's members who assisted
in iniating new members.
Y Colleen Arcand, Heather Laporte,
and Diane Lafalcewatch as Michelle
Segarra-Rovira goes head over heels
during a LASA meeting.
Rotaract members
stand on the sidelines
as they help
coordinate activities
for many mentally-
challenged
individuals at the
Special Olympics.
[£E3?1
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T j iving and working with others has been part of the college experience since
beginning of time. Over the history of the Western university system, many stu-
dents who share common goals and interests have formed groups or secret socie-
ties in order to develop special bonds with one another. Beginning in the late 18th
century, many American universities saw the debut of fraternities (and later sor-
orities) on campuses throughout the country. Known by their Greek call letters (
since it was a required language for study), these organizations later started to live
together in houses on or nearby their schools. Besides fraternities and sororities,
many independent students on-campus have formed residential groups that have
similar interests. The Rollins Outdoor Club (ROC), Pinehurst, the Community of
Values & Ethics (C.O.V.E.), and the Theater Residential Group are just a few of
the many residential groups found on-campus. I Although in recent years, a fra-
ternity has lost their housing privelages, and two Greek groups reside on reserved
floors at Elizabeth and McKean Halls, independent housing groups have become
a more popular alternative to the Greek lifestyle for many individuals. With the
school's ongoing physical transformation, some buildings inhabitated by residen-
tial groups on campus such as Chase, Pflug, and Harmon Halls face the possibility
of being demolished in order to abide by the school's master plan. As they have
done elsewhere, residential groups have changed the social aspects of college life.
V Cato Anderson, Chris Holsinger, Nate
Sugar, Mike Drepanos, Joe D'Alton, Tom
Brown, and Seth Atkinson chill outside the
Chi Psi house, aka Hooker Hall.
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Alpha Tau Omega
1996-97 Members
Johnathan Adamo* Paul Farrell* Michael Lynch* Joe Serna
Chad Alvaro Charles Goodrich William Mason Greg Seyler
Anthony Amato* Chip Haines William McAlpin Mark Shanoff*
Brad Ash Joseph Harris Ted McGrath Jason Tisdell
Vincent Bagni Barry Janay* Tucker McGrath Brian Travis
Tony Biewlawski Brian Kilpatrick* William Moore* Jaime Veira*
Pieter Bockweg Glenn Kowalski Nathan Morris Timothy Videnka
Garret Bohrnstedt* Joshua Kreusser Jason Muehlhauser Michael Vinci
Mark Bommelje* Brad Lancaster Christopher Munchel Michael Welker
Matt Certo Jorge Leal Jay Newberry* Matthew White*
Christian Chang Steve Leone Lee Reese Robert Williams
Miguel DeArcos* William Lickerbush* Albert Saville
Bulent Dincer* Gardner Lloyd* Paul Schick * 1996-97 New Members
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ATQ
-<Bert Saville and Willie Lickerbush perform
community service during Women's History Month.
A Brian Travis, VinnieBagni, Willie Lickerbush, Bobby Williams,
and Glenn Kowalski get ready for their winter formal.
A Brad Ash, Frank Cuccaro, Heather Peck, and Glenn
Kowalski spend quality time at the AJQ. house.
Bert Saville/Contnbuted
k besides reaching maximun occupancy, these ATYi's celebrate
to r brotherhood during the fraternity's winter formal.
A Ted McGrath, Tucker McGrath, and Mark Shanoff watch
some of their fellow brothers play in a home basketball
game at the Fieldhouse.
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Chi Psi
Robert Hartley/Commercial Photography
1996-97 Members
Kennth Anderson Sasha Dulski Patrick McTigue
Seth Atkinson Nat Eberle Fredrik Nilsson*
Owen Barron Eric Frantzen Felipe Pinzon
Marc Bianchi* Nicholas Groth* Darren Seaman*
Thomas Brown Daniel Hall Chris Shields
Adam Chilvers Chris Holsinger* Nathan Sugar
Richard Corbin Stash Karandanis Jacob Voigt
Joe D'Alton David Kessler* Clinton Wade
Nicholas Dambrie Stig Knutsen Dan Weinsberg
Patrick Downing* Frode Loftesnes Johnathan Weitz*
Michael Drepanos* Drew McGuire Benjamin Wilder*
* 1996-97 New Members
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Nick Dambne/Contributec
V Chris Shields, Felipe Pinzon, and Dan Hall enjoy a few
rewskies during their formal. Formals provided Greeks with an
pportunity to socialize in a safe and enjoyable climate.
Drew McGuire, Nate Sugar, and John Boxer appear
to be suffering from an acute case of hysteria.
A Clinton Wade, Adam Chilvers, and Dan Hall enjoy
good beer and cigars at their winter formal.
A Pat McTigue, Mike Drepanos, and Cato Anderson clown
around on a weekend evening.
A Eric Frantzen, Joe D'Alton, and Seth Atkinson are
ready and set to attend Chi Psi's spring formal.
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Phi Delta Theta
Robert Hartley/Commercial Photography
1996-97 Members
David Alverson* Matt Friedman Jimmy Ritman
Jim Alverson Patrick Gay Andrew Snow
Claiborne Blevins* Charles Kibort Johnathan Stack
Dan Book Frank Kissel* Patrick Sullivan
Chris Boudreau Peter Kissel* Dave Thomas
Rob Culnen John Lipman Nishan Vartanian
Christopher Davenport* Jason Lundberg* John Vietmeyer
Ghislain De Kertanguy* Matthew Manger* Scott Wade
Michael Dewar John-David McDonnell Patrick Wilhelm
Peter Dietrich James Quinn John Wulbern
*/ 996-97 New Members
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James Ritman/Contributed
A Rob Culnen, Chip Kibort, Patrick Sullivan, and Jon Stack
appear to be having a blast at their winter formal.
OA0
Matt Friedman, James Quinn, and Jim Ritman spenc
some quality time at theur winter formal.
A Forming an unbreakable chain of brotherhood, these
Phi Delt brothers relax in front of their house.
A James Quinn, James Alverson, Rob Culnen, and Nishar
Vartanian enjoy a few good beers at the house.
A Jim Ritman, Michael Dewar, Pat Gay, Bo Wulbern, Rob
Culnen, Jim Alverson, and Jason Lundberg spend their
spring break in St. Maarten.
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
Robert Hartley/Commercial Photography
1996-97 Members
Andrew Adler Ryan Cunningham Carter Lamberson Alex Sehnaoui*
Leon Allen* Matt Fierce Daniel Levy Matt Shreves
T.J. Apicella* Jim Franzen Owen Maginn Tyler Smith*
j Allan Babaian* Ian Garlic Erich Neumann Christopher Sorenson*
t John Baldwin Tim Graff David O'Brien* Adam Steinbauer
Sazan Bardha Gil Grandbois Tom O'Loughlin Chad Stone
Eric Beck Christopher Gray Matt Pistone Fred Toettcher
Andrew Burns Pace Halter Doug Richards Jared Washowitz
Scott Cairns* Tim Hunt Greg Romagnoli Patrick Willis
Lance Cashion Charlie Hutcherson Joshua Rosentein* Christopher Wilson*
Charles Catanese* Jeremy Jewell Ian Schmoyer Doug Zabel
Seth Charde Patrick Kirchner Aaron Schwartz
* 7 996-97 New Members
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EOF
-< Lance Cashion is all geared up to ski the ski slopes
of Aspen during spring break.
A Foster Kaali-Nagy and Matt Shreves toast each other to
celebrate Sig Ep's successful pledge class.
A Matt Shreves, Foster Kaali-Nagy, Matt Sorbello, and Adam
Steinbauer enjoy a wacky, yet fun-filled evening at their house.
k Sig Ep's new pledge class poses in front of a Habitat for
lumanity sign announcing a house they helped construct in
Vinter Park.
A Tom O'Loughlin and Ryan Cunningham get into the
Mardi Gras spirit at Chase Hall.
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Tail Kappa Epsilon
Robert Hartley/Commercial Photography
1996-97 Members
John Albright
Chris Allen
Carlos Bazbaz
Todd Benderson
Chris Boynton
Rick Chen*
Ryan Curran
Octavio De La Sobera
John Dick
Charles Eder
Carlos Espasas
Ian Eule
Robert Fansler
Andrew Farrer*
Chris Forrest*
Adam Gerry
Brian Harper
Wells Hawks
Evan Itskowitch*
Peter Kramer
John Leban*
Tyson LeMonte
Brian Logue*
Troy Lupinacci*
Dean McClearn
Lance Miller
Matthew Mitchell*
J.P. Mueller
Jonathan Olgeirson
Christian Poleshek
Brian Snipes
Paul Theriault
* 7 996-97 New Members
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TKE
XJohn Dick, John Albright, and Chris Allen are the
90's version of the "Three Amigos".
A Ian Eule and Dean McClearn chill down on the TKE floor
A Carlos Espasas and Carlos Eder, aka "the Charlies",
enjoy their winter formal with their beautiful dates.
A Todd Norton, Zane Fansler, Todd Benderson, Toli Pasakiolis,
irian Harper, and Ian Eule are "silly little monkeys" just having
;ome fun on a weekend afternoon.
A John Albright kicks back and takes a rest from his
hectic schedule in his room.
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1996-97 Members
Sabrina Anico* Jennifer Grant* Jennifer Lassoff* Lua Rudolph
Stephanie Ballauer* Teresa Greenlees* Alicia McGoogan Shawn St. John
Myrna Caban* Laura Hall* Amanda Meatyard* Matt Schmidt*
Andy DeMil Chad Harris* Brandy Mitchell* Rachel Simmons
Mike Deaver Heather Haskett* Matt Moyer John Sullivan
JeanMarie Esposito* Coral Israel Paul Nowicki Molly Talcott
Nancy Fazio* Sean Johnson* Sally Osborne* Jamie Watkins
Sara Feldman* Jen Judge* Lara Printz
Randy Gilmore Bill Klear Brandy Randel*
John Goss Paige Krul Dory Rosenbaum
*ln-House Members
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Pinehurst
<Jen Lassoff shows off her Pinehurst award.
Luis Herndndez/Tomokan
A Senior Pinehurst members gather up for one last photo
opportunity as they depart into the future. Front Row ( L to R): Jen
Lassoff, Nancy Fazio, and Pawel Nowicki. Back Row (L to R):
Teresa Greenlees, Brandy DeMil, Laura Hall, Jamie Watkins,
JeanMarie Esposito, Jen Judge.
A At their senior farewell party, Pinehurst members feast on
Chinese food catered by the one and only Jin Ho restaurant.
A Nancy Fazio (with plate) emcees the end-of-the-year
Pinehurst awards in May.
A Several Pinehurst members get ready to partivipate in a
scak race on the Sandspur Field during the CAC UnityFest.
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Rollins Outdoor Club
1996-97 Members
Sarah Balke Missy Garlic Eric McKeeby Natasha Rossi
Robert Beck Lee Gentry Eric Muldowney Sharon Sabga
Tabitha Campbell April Hendrickson Rhonda Neuhaus Brian Sage
Byrant Castro Summer Holyfield Marty Osterer Cathy Smith
Chris Colahan Eva Kotylak Barry Palmer Elizabeth Smoak
Monica Cox Jonathan Lendzion Lara Printz Johnathan Titone
Johnny Crosskey Paula Marcinek Nic Roberts Robert Turnbull
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ROC
X During their spring break, Mariah, Cathy, llisa, and
Vanessa get wet in Ocho Rios, Jamaica.
'
L" 4
- J"
A Ali, Lee, Liz, and Paula Marcinek camp outdoors in
Providence Canyon, Georgia.
A Rhonda Neuhaus, Sara Feldman, and Lara Printz spend
a Friday evening together at Lyman Hall.
k ROC members sit around a campfire during a fall break trip
) Tennessee. Besides camping, they also went white-water
lifting.
A Held annually, ROC held itsChristmas dinner in December.
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Chi Omega
1996-97 Members
Barbara Abello* Estela DeArcos* Jennifer Jamrog* Lillian Rodriquez
Liz Ashwell Ellen Dittmer Jennifer Johnston Elizabeth Scheid
Jaime BachtelP Becky Dixon Charlotte Kinnicutt Alexis Scudder
Darcy Bailey MollyDuPont Amy Lathrop* Karen Skoog*
Elizabeth Bartels Sarah DuPont Christine Liberato Lauren Skrenta*
Rhoni Barton Giancarla Floridia Evyan Lieberman Kristin Spraker
Katia Billed Christine Forkois* Allyson Lipman Ashley Stearns
Alexis Bohrnstedt Jennifer Gaines Jennifer Maloney Kimberly Stowers
Beth Bonargo Eileen Giarsusso Erin Mault* Ginny Veldman*
Erika Buenz Cara Ginsberg* Kristen McCabe Jessica Walker*
Adair Butt* Lisa Goodwin Aimee O'Connor Rosie Walker*
Kristen Carpenter Rhonda Hauser Kim Oram-Smith Nicole White
Julie Chason Victoria Hayes Iara Peng Lesley Whitten
Christina Cirillo Carrie Haynes* Elizabeth Ramirez Jessica Wollaston
Jenny Colinger Andrea Henderson Missy Riegel Stacy Wurl
Monica Cox Jill Henderson* Alison Roach* Elizabeth Yeager
Jennifer Crider Jennifer Isaacs Katie Robison
* 1996-97 New Members
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Jenny Cohnger/Contnbuted
A Kristin Spraker, Alexis Scudder, Christine Forkois, Julie
Chason, Jenny Colinger, and Lisa Scheid spend some time
together at a local party held at the Colony. Chi Omega has held
joint parties with other fraternities and sororities in the past at this
popular Winter Park establishment.
XQ
-<Aimee O'Connor and Alexis Bohrnstedt share a sisterly
hug outside of the Chi Omega house.
A Christina Cirillo, Christine Liberate, Sarah DuPont, Charlotte
Kinnicut, and Missy Riegel hang out in the great outdoors.
A Missy Riegel, Andrea Henderson, Lillian Rodriquez,
Jenny Colinger, and Jen Johnston hang out a local bowling
ft
A lara Peng, Jen Crider, Liz Yeager, Jen Moloney, Kristin!
Carpenter, Jen Colinger and Lillian Rodriquez are looking
radiant as they get ready for their winter formal.
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1996-97 Members
Hayden Abbey* Christine Crowley Elizabeth Lanning Margaret Redman
Catherine Alibone Lizzy Evanoff Kristin Lettiere Kimberly Reither
Kristen Alwin Carmen Evans Katie McCarthy Alex Rodriquez*
Amy Archambault Ashley Gegg* Jennifer McKay Corley Sadacca
Ashley Bastholm Lee Gentry* Jessica McLean Alison Saker
Dara Baur Melissa Goslin* Alexis Mead Serena Samadani
Mairi Beautyman Katie Graham* Josie Miles Carli Starr
Perrin Berkey Laura Greeneisen Katie Murphy Ashley Staton*
Joanna Block Kaela Gustafson* Sarah Nelson* Allison Stattner
Jaime Brooks Carolina Gutierrez* Anne O'Brien Catrherine Stone
Leslie Brown Ashley Halpert* Virginia Oatley Tara Stone
Stephanie Camino* Elisa Hill Lisa Oseychik* Lauren Strapp
Allison Carmany* Tori Hodges* Nichole Pacifico* Febbie Taylor
Jakkie Clarke Kristin Karlovec Briggs Payne* Eleanor Tyler
Jennifer Condren Anne Kettle Melissa Porter Debbie Weiss*
* 7 996-97 New Members
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Kappa Alpha I heta/Lontributed
Anne O'Brien, Laura Greeneisen, and Lauren Strapp
t ready for a night out on the town.
KA0
^Anne Kettle and Jaime Brooks smile for the camera
as they attend Theta's winter formal.
A Alexis Mead and Margaret Redman enjoy each other's
company as they spend some time on Mills Lawn on a fall day.
A "Simply Irrisistable": Anne O'Brien, Margaret Redman, Dan
Book, Alexis Mead, and Laura Greeneisen salute the 1 980' s.
A Jaime Brooks, Lauren Strapp, Tracy Carmany, Carmen
Evans, and Serena Samadani partcipate in a toast to the
unbreakable bond of their sisterhood.
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1996-97 Members
Susan Bailey Terri Felton Athena Hoffman* Maruja Perez
Tara Bathgate Eileen Fernandez Aimee Hulbert* Amy Robinson
Laura Beck Cara Flanagan* Julia Jerome Marian Rogers
Mary Ann Canzano Patricia Floto* Laura Kerrigan Duquessa Sampson
Liza Carelli-Sennett Soluna Gandhi Kara Kidman McLean Schaeffer
Michelle Cicak Vanessa Garay Elisha Koota* Holly Smith
Staci Clark Jennifer Grant Suzanne Lawe Kathleen Smoak*
Christy Climie* Kelly Grant Remi Matsumoto Tracey Sprankle
Melli Collada Kimberly Graves Allison McClow* Jennifer Szwez*
Melanie Crawford Abby Gresko Amalee McCoy Jennifer Toilette
Sara Davda* Kate Griffin Nicole Metsisto Tania Torres
Danielle DiVito Kristen Guarisco Lillian Mindich Sarah Trono
Paige Dreyfuss Kristal Hale Janet Mitchell Mandi Vick*
Krista Easom Jessica Hall Nicole Murphy Nicole Wedge*
Michele Esfahani Chrissy Harper Sara Osborne
Brooke Etter* Courtney Hart* Ginny Patterson
* 7 996-97 New Members
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KA
•<Michelle Cicak, winner of the Greek Woman of the
Year award, and Julia Jerome, winner of the "Greek
Goddess" contest, pose triumphantly in their glory.
A Mary Ann Canzano and Liza Carelli-Sennett share a "Big
Si s' - Li I Sis'" moment together during a break from rituals.
Lillian Mindich/Contributec
A Julia Jerome and Kara Kidman attended KD's winter
formal with smiles on their faces.
k Aimee Hulbert, Melanie Crawford, Holly Smith, Soluna
kindhi, and Kelly Grant crank up the scene at Barbarella's.
A Krista Easom, Nicole Murphy, Lillian Mindich, Liza Carelli-
Sennett, Holly Smith, Danielle DiVito, Jessica Pohl, and Abby
Gresko sail the "Love Boat" during their spring break.
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Kappa Kappa Gamma
Robert Hartley/Commercial Photography
1996-97 Members
Annalisa Alcazar* Kathryn Gilbert Jessica Marulli Sarah Tallman
Elisa Areano Liza Glaize Stefanie Mazer Jessica Tedrick*
Kristen Berg Alexis Greiner* Dominique Mila* Meg Thibodeau-O'Grady
Ashlee Binder* Samantha Gudheim* Constance Murrin* Julie Thomas
Staci Birdsong Meridith Inglesby Alexandra Nordback Pippa Till
Jessica Butzin Kristen Kelly Molly Ousey* Michele Torlen
Annette Campagna JillianKennedy Heather Peck Betsy Tucker
Kate Conroy Delara Kheradi Heather Ploch Susan Turner
Amanda Conseur Maria Kontoudakis Julie Ream Beatriz Turro
Sarah Cordi Amanda Lassoff* Blakely Reuben * Annabel Vartanian*
Lindsey Dearholt Cristie LeMieux* Katie Roberts Ali Watlington*
Katherine DeGeurin Sara Lemuth Nicole Roessle Bridget White
Keri Dubin Whitney Luckett* Lucia Rosales* Amy Will
Barbara Dunn Sally Marcy Melissa Roth* Catie Winebrenner
Alexandra Fielding Michelle Marino Rebecca Spears* Lindsey Winick
Beth Frigola Danielle Martino* Jennifer Stever Robin Zielke*
* 7 996-97 New Members
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KKT
X Liza Glaize and Nicole Roessle spend some sisterly
time at the Kappa house before going out to party on the town
.
Barbara Dunn/Contnbutec
A Bridget White, Stephanie Mazer, Barbara Dunn, Lindsey
Dearholt, Betsy Tucker, and Meg Thibodeau-O'Grady celebrate
sisters Julie's and Farrah's 21 st birthday party at a local bar.
ft
*m
«9I1
A Beatriz Turro, Michelle Torlen, and Susan Turner were
just some of the guests at an off-campus party.
A Barbara Dunn, Nicole Roessle, Pippa Till, Lindsey Dearholt,
Heather Ploch, and Allie Scott strike it up at a Chi Psi formal.
A Allie Scott, Amy Will, Kristen Berg, and Heather Peck gel
ready for a night out on the town.
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Non Compis Mentis
Robert Hartley/Commercial Photography
1996-97 Members
Kate Acton
Sarah Balke*
Elise Bartlett
Amy Beaumont
Carlynna Bonfiglio
Avery Campaigne*
Courtney Catullo
Victoria Colross
Audrey Cunningham"
Leslie Davies*
Sierra Domaille
Tamika Gainer*
Celine Goget
Susan Goldberg*
Heather Griner
Heather Hardwick
Elizabeth Haycock*
April Hendrickson
Lindsay Koch
Christina Leh
Carol Leong*
Julie Lewis
Gabrielle Light
Marjorie Lord*
Darla Lowery
Tasha Matheson*
Angela McAllister
Kascia Murray*
Lauren Nash
Danielle Nattress
Lisa Prelak*
DeDe Provenzano
Suzanne Rehak*
Kelly Rhodes
Heather Rudolph
Maureen Stachowski
Julie Stein*
Shawna Storozuk*
Mary Taul*
Catey Thielecke*
Jacqueline Travis
Julie Uhlendorf
Dania White*
Karen Wynne*
Heather Yevelson*
Jennifer Zachariah*
Karen Zagrodny
* 1996-97 New Members
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NCM
•<Julie Lewis and Juie Uhlendorf get ready to party it up
A Carlyanna Bonfiglio, Julie Lewis, Suzanne Rehak, and
Courtney Catullo celebrate their new pledge calss at the Fieldhouse.
A Danielle Nattress, Heather Rudolph, and Heather
Hardwick stop to smile along Holt Avenue.
A Suzanne Rehak, Amy Beaumont, Shawna Storozuk, Avery
Campaigne and Audrey Cunningham get into the spring spirit.
A DeDe Provenzano, Jacqueline!"ravis, and Suzanne
Rehak pause for this photograph in the NCM lounge.
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Phi Mil
WW £4 WaVaVaV
1996-97 Members
Collen Arcand" Ezara Genito Pamela Prime
Rosemarie Brawneir
Yolaine CoteF
Angela Higgs
Marisa Kincy*
Ann-Marie Puig
Ericka Valenzuela"
Kelly Cutler* Stephanie Neumann" Tonia Warnecke
Michelle Edgecomb Linda Nigro" Jamila Wiltshire*
* 7 996-97 New Members
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Ericka Valenzuela/Contributed
K Girls just want to have fun, and this is what these Phi's are
Joing. Front Row: Ericka Valenzuela (laying), Stefanie Neuman,
Zolleen Arcand, Tonia Warnecke. Back Row: Linda Nigro,
Lauren Adler, Angela Higgs, Ezara Genito, and Marisa Kincy.
OM
^Ericka Valenzuela, Marisa Kincy, and
Stefanie Neuman are definite stand outs at
their spring formal.
A Marissa Kincy and Ericka Valenzuela celebrate their
sisterhood at Phi Mu's spring formal.
A Michelle Edgecomb, Ezara Genito, and Tonia Warnecke
hang out together at Fox Hall.
A Michelle Edgecomb, Tonia Warnecke, Ezara Genito,
Marissa Kincy, and Jamila Wilshire celebrate their spring
formal in style.
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Under One -Hoof
^ Todd Benderson and
Michelle Cicak glow in
radiance at Kappa
Delta's spring formal.
Octavio De La
Sobera, Kristin McCabe,
Charlie Espasas, and
Charlie Eder get ready
to roll after attending a
party at the Colony.
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Y Well they're not actually
Morticia &Gomez but Lisa Scheid
and Justin Hesenius know how to
keep a Halloween party kooky.
Michelle Cicak/Contributed
Kara Kidman,
Vanessa Garay, McLean
Schaeffer, Kim Graves,
and Michelle Cicak relax
in KD's lounge.
A Julie Lewis & April
Hendrickson share a
sisterly hug before
attending NCM's spring
formal.
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Jiiiler One -ftoof
Pinehurst resident
Sally Osborne gets
slap with a pie in the
face as part of that
group's booth at the
CAC UnityFest.
Sig Ep's Dan Levy
and Andy Adler take
time to watch the
sunset at Cocoa
Beach.
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•K You don't mess with Texas, and you sure
don't mess with Kappa Kappa Gamma. Here
Robin Zielke, Meg Thibodeau-O'Grady, Keri
Dubin, Julie Thomas, and Amanda Lassoff
celebrate on Bid Saturday.
A Jason Mitchell pops the big
question to his girlfriend at ATQ's
Winter Formal.
X Dan Hall, Ali Ledesma, and
Tom Brown spend time at one of
the many Bid Staurday parties
held in January.
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Thetas Perrin Berkey, Lizzy
Evanoff, Febbie Taylor, and
Tracy Carmany get wild and
wacky.
Michelle Cicak, Paige Dreyfuss,
and Mary Ann Canzano take a
brief pause from the activities that
were held during a picnic that
brought Rollins' and UCF's Kappa
Delta chapters together for a
weekend.
€^£3 A
t
Annua'
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Under One hi
•K John Albright, Laurie Beck, Toli
Pasakiolis, Todd Benderson and Michelle
Cicak form a friendship pyramid at Kappa
Delta's winter formal.
Y Jessica Hall and Melanie Crawford
share a sisterly hug at a Kappa Delta
get-together behind Mckean Hall.
< Jake Voight, Mike Drepanos,
and Pat Downing try to amuse
the cameraman with their wide
array of faces.
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V_/ports has been an important part of collegiate life tor many years. Whether it's
a basketball game at the fieldhouse, or a baseball game at the baseball stadium, the
school's sports teams have made headlines throughout the decades on the local and
national levels. H Known as the Tars, the school's varsity teams have attracted
student-athletes from all over the world on such teams as men's soccer, women's
tennis, and women's golf in the past. In 1932, the school's crew team made na-
tional news when they allowed a female-student to join the team as a coxswain,
thereby creating the first coed crew team in the country. IP It was announced in the
fall of 1996 that the Enyart Fieldhouse would be expanded and renovated in order
to provide for more seating and an expanded workout center for students. Also during
the fall, officials from the athletics department denied rumors that the Tars would be
moving up to Division I in the NCAA in the upcoming year. Many student-athletes
continue to make sports headlines, as many broke NCAA records and won national
competitions. Travel, an important part of being on a varsity team, allowed student-
athletes to travel throughout the country,and sometimes the world. During the summer
of 1996, the members of the men's basketball team traveled to Europe where they
participated in several tournaments with schools in Belgium, Germany, and the
Netherlands. As times goes by, changes on the school's varsity teams will allow the
Tars to move into the next century of collegiate sports with a new outlook on the future.
^ Bobbi Souter, Sarah Hurguy, Allison Hirschy,
Carolyn Smith, and Jill Henderson make up the
new class of volleyball players for the Tars.
136 Sports
Orlando Sentinel Photo Reprints
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Men's Tennis
AGAINST ALL ODDS
By Luis Hernandez
The men' s tennis team saw many new facesjoining them for an entire year
< This player
^ intense competition. Freshmen players Issa Cohen, Grant Rowe, Hasan
appears to be r r J
locked in a Soy sal, and Matt White joined the Tars this year for what became a memorable
serious match
year (jncier me guidance of head coach Jim Poling and assistant coach Matt
during a recent J b e
tournament. Peterson, the men's team played many top teams, including Tampa, Florida
Southern, and Lynn in many energetic matches. Returning players Octavio De
La Sobera, Ted McGrath, and Tim Videnka gave the men plenty of potential on
the courts. Unlike last year, which saw the departure oftop players Jon Goldfarb,
Pat Head, Edwin Hendriksen, and Ognen Nikolovski due to their graduation, the
men's team did not lose any players this year. With these good news, the men's
tennis team hopes to return in the fall of 1 997 with an attitude to play their ver)
best and and a goal of winning.
£
Back Row (L to R): Issa Cohen, Ted McGrath, Matt White, Tim Videnka, Kris Avedon, Octavio De La Sobera,
Head Coach Jim Poling. Front Row (L to R): Hasan Soysal, Kit Gray, Mark Bommelje, Grant Rowe, Ry
Bohrnstedt.
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A Members of the women's tennis team Christine LeMieux serves the ball to an
warm up before a match. opponent during a match.
140 Sports
TOP OF THEIR GAME
< Judy Hu
powerfully
returns an
opponent's
serve. The
team's strength
and dedication
were their keys
to victory.
By Luis Hernandez
The women' s tennis team welcomed many new faces on the team as they
prepared for a year of top-notched games. Freshmen Rebecca Spears and
Sophomore Evyan Lieberman joined the Lady Tars as they continued to rank
among the top teams in Division II of the NCAA. Senior starters Judy Hu and
Christie LeMieux brought power plays to the team, while other top players
Monica Bonilla, Windy Dees, Kristen Kelly, Sabrina Maharaj, and Amy Will
continued to play their best. This year the women faced tough competition as
they played against a variety of competitors which included Valdosta State,
Nova Southeastern, and Flagler. Head coach Bev Buckley and assistant coach
Claudette Laliberte helped coach the women throughout the year by providing
them with extensive training and insight on how the sport is really played. With
a great year of intense competition over, and with the departure of Hu and
LeMieux as they head into new futures after graduation, the women will
definitely be ready in the fall to welcome new teammates and a new season.
Left to Right: Head Coach Bev Buckley, Windy Dees, Monica Bonilla, Kristin Kelly, Amy Will, Christie LeMieux,
Evyan Lieberman, Sabrina Maharaj, Judy Hu, Rebecca Spears, Assistant Coach Claudette Laliberte.
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Men's Basketball
LEADING THE CHARGE
By Luis Hernandez
< Brad Ash
runs past the
opposition with
ease and
quickness.
Besides their summer European adventure during the summer of 1 996, the
men's basketball team made many milestones this year. This fall, senior Daniel
Parke made NCAA history when he set the all-time NCAA 3-point record. With
this record covering all three divisions of the NCAA, Parke and the Tars have
plenty to celebrate. With the absence of Brian Travis on this year' s team, seniors
Frode Loftesnes, Chris Munchel, Eric Dean, as well as Parke provided the team
with great plays during their many competitions. Juniors Brad Ash and David
Martino also continued their successes on the team as well, and new team
members Mike Welker, Mike Casey, Jay Newberry, and Rich Stephens came
aboard to lend their strengths. Other returnees such as Jason Davis and Fred
Johnson rounded up the team this year. With such a memorable year, the Tars
will continue to strive in the new season to play their best and rouse up the
audience at home games with their energies.
Front Row (L to R): Mike Casey, Jay Newberry, Jason Davis, David Martino, Brad Ash, Fred Johnson.
Back Row (L to R): Assistant Coach Kyle Frakes, Chris Munchel, Eric Dean, Frode Loftesnes, Rich Stephens,
Daniel Parke, Michael Welker, Head Coach Tom Klusman.
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Sports Information Department
A The women's basketball team huddles ^ Jessica Wollaston awaits a teammate's
together, awaiting the next plan of attack pass while blocking opponents,
against V.C. Riverside. The coaches'
guidance enhanced the team's talents.
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DOMINATING THE COURT
By Luis Hernandez
o-< Melissa Wnce again, the women's basketball team saw another successful season
Gavin charges
ahead toward that was brought the Lady Tars more victories. Head coach Glenn Wilkes, Jr.,
the basket in a
game vs. and assistant coaches Eddie Cole and Michelle Frew guided the women
Florida
Southern. throughout the year and allowed the to develop even more than last year via
more practice sessions. Seniors Missy Gavin, LaJuanta Little, and Tami
Newcomb provided the audience with the gameplay they have known for years,
while players Tara Cantrell, Katie Robison, and Jessica Wollaston served as
backup in the event of trouble. Joining the team this year are freshmen Jennifer
Abnet, Cherylynne Cox, Jill Mitchell, and Jessica Walker, while former
women's volleyball player Latoya Campbell also joined the team's ranks. With
a strong team, next year should be a banner year for the Lady Tars.
Front Row (L to R): Latoya Campbell, Tami Newcomb, Melissa Gavin, Jessica Walker, Katie Robison, Beth
Raptis, Jennifer Abnet. Back Row (L to R): Head Coach Glenn Wilkes, Jr., Cherylynne Cox, Tara Cantrell,
Nicole Sullivan, Jessica Wollaston, LaJuanta Little, Jill Mitchell, Assistant Coach Michelle Frew, Assistant Coach
Eddie Cole.
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DISCOVERING UNCHARTED WATERS
< Candy
Stehno and
Carmen Evans
glide across
Lake Virginia in
their boat.
By Luis Hernandez
V-Jailing into a new year and with new teammates, the sail team continued
to prove that they are still among the top in their sport. Team captain Kiomie
Johansen led the team through several victories this year as the sailing team
competed in several important regional competitions. Ranked #2 in their region,
the sailing crew were coached by Bud Morrow, who lent the team both
inspiration and guidance. Senior Brian Small, Sophomores Margriet Johansen
and Liz Ashwell, and newcomer Carmen Evans also gave the team some
strength. Freshmen Kelly Cutler proved to be one of the team's rising stars and
sophomores With a dedicated team practicing on Lake Virginia almost every
weekday afternoon, the team showed their grace and professionalism each and
everytime. Although it looks rather simple from ashore, sailing is very demanding
and requires a lot of practice every now and then. As the team sails into a new
year, it can be assured that their dedication to the sport will not fade at all.
Front Row (L to R): Coach Bud Morrow, Andy Snow, Theresa Robichaud, Candy Stehno, Sasha Nordback,
Margriet Johansen, Kiomie Johansen. Back Row (Lto R): Justine Briet, Sarah Nelson, Liz Ashwell, Brian Small,
Peter Dietrich, Carmen Evans, Taylor West, Tony Bielawski, Kelly Cutler.
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sRISING ABOVE THE REST
By Luis Hernandez
^ ki i Women's volleyball continued to attract the crowds at the Fieldhouse as
"< Members J
of the women's the team continued to excel in their game even more this year. Head coach Jackie
volleyball team
^a(je j an(j ass i stant coach Allan Rubenstein guided the women throughout the
return the ball c c
to the other fall as they challenged many tough opponents from in and out of the state.
s'^e
" Though opponents such as North Florida still proved themselves undefeatable
, the women did savor victory in many games. Honored this fall for their career
at Rollins, seniors Jennifer Maloney and Carrie Jetchick led the team, while
newcomers Jill Hendersom, Petra Hagenah, Bobbi Souter, Erin Mault, Maria
Mullen, Allison Hirschy, Sarah Hurguy and Carolyn Smith made very strong
debuts on the collegiate level. Other top returning players included Jody Pelfrey,
Ericka Valenzuela, and Kinga Adamowicz brought much needed energy and
professionalism to the courts for another year. With a very large number of
freshmen players, the team should expect more matureness and development in
the upcoming year.
Front Row: Sarah Hurguy. Middle Row (L to R): Kinga Adamowicz, Carrie Jetchick, Jennifer Maloney, Jody
Pelfrey, Ericka Valenzuela. Back Row (L to R): Jill Henderson, Allison Hirschy, Petra Hagenah, Erin Mault,
Bobbi Souter, Carolyn Smith, Maria Mullen.
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Women's Softball
AIMING FOR THEIR BEST
< Elizabeth
Bartels pitches
the ball at the
catcher, trying
for a strike.
By Luis Hernandez
Being one of the best teams in the state is still not enough for the women'
s
softball team, as they continued their success from previous years another time
again. Top players Paige Krul, Elizabeth Bartels, Christine Liberato, and
Michelle Esfahani returned for another season of outdoor action. Head Coach
Michelle Frew gave the team the direction they had always sought, and new
team members such as Athena Hoffman, Jennifer Isaacs, and Tina Leman also
provided the team with fresh new faces on the field. Although many of their
games were played away from school, the spirit of victory followed the team
wherever they went. Luckily, the team were fortunate not to lose anyone due to
graduation this year, but next year that will be different as many players will
enter the senior year at Rollins. Whatever the future might hold for the team,
they will carry their winning legacy into the new year with high hopes,
determined spirits, and a desire to play ball.
/•**\
1 . . 1
Front Row (L to R): Jennifer Isaacs, Melissa Brantz, Jody Horton, Lillian Mindich, Christine Kelly, Elizabeth
Bartels, Athena Hoffman. Back Row (L to R): Head Coach Michelle Frew, Leylan Kimball, Tina Leman, Christine
Liberato, Rhonda Hauser, Kate Devine, Paige Krul, Melissa Mahar, Michelle Esfahani.
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Men's Soccer
LEADER OF THE PACK
< Alan
O'Neil shoots
the ball toward
the opponents'
goal. The
team's power
helped them to
be so
successful.
By Luis Hernandez
Wth many of the team's top players graduating this year, the men's soccer
needed to prove that they still had what it took to play for another season. Seniors
Mike Deaver, Sam Farmer, Charle Hutcherson, Tony Lawlor, Alan O'Neil, and
John Smith were ready and set to break records and play ball for one final time,
while newcomers such as Peter Hitchen, Tyler Leban, and Adam Steinbauer
joined the team for the first time. The season brought many victories and a few
losses for the team, yet the team's spirit was still intact. Head coach Keith
Buckley, assistant coaches Declan Link and Simon Wiseman, and assistant
trainer Rissa Andres provided the team with added support throughout the year.
Earlier in the year it was also announced that senior John Smith would be
playing for the Orlando Sun Dogs, a local professional soccer team, after he
graduates. With these news, and with many surprises in store for the team, the
men's soccer team will definitely be ready for a new season when they return
from the summer.
Front Row (Lto R): Tony Amato, Jason Tisdell, Michael Vinci, John Baldwin, Sam Farmer, Mike Deaver, Sean
Reed, Tony Lawlor, Jason Kniskern. Middle Row (L to R): Assistant Coach Declan Link, Nate Banchiere, Jamie
Miller, Peter Hardie, Charlie Hutcherson, Ian Eule, Tim Kehrig, Chris Forrest, Paul Farrell, Head Coach Keith
Buckley. Back Row (Lto R): Assistant Coach Simon Wiseman, Brad Lancaster, Alan O'Neil, Tyler Leban, John
Smith, David Alverson, Peter Blomqvist, Adam Steinbauer, G.R. Lloyd, Peter Hitchen, Assistant Trainer Rissa
Andres.
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Dross Country
NO LIMITS
By Luis Hernandez
-< The cross Although many changes were in store during the early half of the season,
country team
^e cross country team saw yet another year of intercollegiate running come and
practices at J J J & &
Rollins on go. During the first few weeks ofthe season, head coach Matt Long made several
Chase Avenue.
decisions that resulted in the departure ofmany new and returning players. Since
it has been a very difficult year for the team due to star runner Lee West's
decision to transfer to Auburn University last spring, the team did not reach the
expectations that many had predicted it would. The team faired average at local
runs and runners Christa Wrenn, Tracy Tolpin, and Michelle Esfahani gave the
team some of their strongest moments. Although, the team was much smaller
than in previous years, the players gave their bests each and every time they were
in competition. Since the season only lasts for a few weeks in the fall, the year
ended rather quickly. Until the new year comes around, the team will have an
extended period of time to rest and practice till then.
Front Row (L to R): Tracy Tolpin, Kelly Rhodes, Lara Littlepage, April Hendrickson, Ginny Patterson, Justine
Briet, Ashley Halpert, Jennifer McKay, Kaela Gustafson. Back Row (L to R): Head Coach Matt Long, Michelle
Esfahani, Mike Gebo, Nic Roberts, Rainer Schael, Andy DeMil, Mike Cooper, Mark Shanoff , Rich Bruner, Evan
Itskowitch, Matthew Honea, Christa Wrenn.
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Swimming
BREAKING THE TIDE
By Luis Hernandez
Swimming has become one of the fatest growing sports on campus in
recents. Over a year ago, when the sport achieved it's varsity status, the swim
team has grown dramatically. On an average weekday practice session, Head
Coach Rich Morris can be seen training his team in the Alfond Pool as onlookers
or even sunbathers stand closeby watching. This year, the swim team has
attracted many top swimmers as well as saying goodbye to several senior team
members. While seniors Pace Halter and Ellen Dittmer depart the team after the
season is over, newcomers Laureline Orsetti and Heather Peck, as well as top
returnees Michelle Alvarez, Christine Forkois, Gillian Market, Michah Manning,
and Nate Morris will provide the team will the talent they need to win. In the past
year, the team has challenged other state schools in the same division at home
and away and has already acheived several victories and successes along the
way. Besides the expansion of the pool's current area in the upcoming year, one
can be assured that nothing will disturb the team from their goal of winning.
Front Row (L to R): Heather Peck, Gillian Market, Michelle Alvarez, Carolyn Fischer, Lara Littlepage, Ericka
Buenz, Christine Forkois, Laureline Orsetti, Sarah Balke, Ellen Dittmer, Jessica Hall. Back Row(L to R): Nate
Morris, Micah Manning, Juan Buritica, Jose Ramirez, T.J. Apicella, Pat Kirschner, Pace Halter, Nick Groth,
Jason Crook, Mike Vicens, Greg Seyler, Head Coach Rich Morris.
K A member
of the women's
swimming team
swims freestyle
at the Alfond
Pool.
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A Chris Thorne gets some advice from
assistant coach John Hernandez while he's
at second base.
V Jimmy Hanning pitches a ball towards
the mound.
BASES LOADED
By Luis Hernandez
Marc
Pellicciotta gets
ready to bat
one out of the
stadium.
Continuing their successes from the previous year, the baseball team
started anew in the spring of 1997 as they brought the fanfare at the Alfond
Stadium once again. Returning for another year of intense action on the
diamond, top returnees A.J. Brack, C.R. Russell, Justin Hesenius, and Marc
Pellicciotta brought back the magic they had brought to the team last year. Head
Coach Bob Rikeman provided the team with the guidance they needed to win,
especially after the team welcomed many new and rising players such as Miguel
De Arcos, Bryan Welch, and Jimmy Hanning to the team. With strong
competitors such as UCF, Tampa, and Morehouse, the Tars showed their best
on and off the field. Although the baseball season begins in the spring, the team
practices year-round, so that they will be ready whenever a game comes around.
With many great plays and successes in recent years, the team is optimistic about
next year and their hopes are at an all-time high regardless of what time of the
year it may be.
Front Row (L to R): Jimmy Hanning, C.R. Russell, Aaron Church, Damon Grilley, Marc Pellicciotta, Justin
Hesenius, Justin Sherrod, Chris Doherty, Student Trainer Estela DeArcos, Head Coach Bob Rikeman. Second
Row(L to R): Curtis Reese, Taylor Viersen, Brent Haworth, Matt Rupley, Glenn Kowalski, Bryan Welch, Brian
Kilpatrick, Brandon Bown, Chaz Johnson. Back Row: A.J. Brack, Matt Flynn, Bobby Williams, Miguel DeArcos,
Tim Slavik, Pedro Rodriguez, Chris Thorne, Eric Worswick, Mike Lynch, Dave Constantino, Rich DiTore.
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A Members of the men's and women's Rob Frase examines his endurance on
crew teams get together for a nighton fun on an exercise bike.
Church Street. Even after practice, the team
were always hanging out together.
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Men's Crew
FULL SPEED AHEAD
By Luis Hernandez
-< The men's Known for their early morning runs and intense, yet dedicated practice on
crew team gets me waters of Lake Maitland, the men's crew team returned for another year of
ready to
practice on competition. Led by head coach Dave Neal and assistant coach Sean Pistor, the
Lake Maitland. men tmjy provecj mat mey are still one of the best crew team in the country.
Seniors Andy McGinnis and Rob Frase returned yet for another year of rowing
and regattas. New team members came aboard as well providing the team with
the extra manpower they needed to win. While team spirit among the rowers
reamined strong, many rowers from last year did not return for a second year,
resulting in the appearance ofmany new faces on the team. The crew team, along
with the women's crew team had many good standings at several regional and
national regattas during the fall and spring. With a new year approaching, the
team will be ready to face any competition or obstacles that stand in their way
to the top.
Front Row (L to R): Dan Kempinger, Christy Orshak. Middle Row (L to R): Marco Caporale, Vincente Vasquez,
Liam Casey. Back Row (Lto R): Head Coach Dave Neal, Guy Savage, Tim Stapleton, Rob Frase, Bob Orshak,
Andrew Farrer, Darin Golden, Andy McGinnis, Jason Baggett, Ryan Santuri, Stephen Arthur-Wong, Assistant
Coach Sean Pistor. Not Pictured: Holli Harben, Marten Witten.
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Women's Crew
EVER UPWARD
By Luis Hernandez
Rowing isn't a sport that is usually associated with women, yet at Rollins
that isn't the case. Women's crew has always been one of the strongest teams
throughout the years, and this year there weren't any exceptions. Seniors Julia
Jerome and Maru Perez returned for another year of early morning runs,
exercise sessions, and rowing practice on Lake Maitland. Guided by head coach
Dave Neal and assistant coach and former team member, Seana Staley , the team
competed in many regattas throughout the state and the country. Freshmen
Molly Yarrington and Debbie Levy were new standouts on the team, while other
returning members as Monica Cox and Lauren Foglia performed their personal
bests. Always known for their strong team unity during and away from practice,
it has become very commonplace to see teammates spending as much time as
possible. With such strong bonds with one another, it can be predicted that the
team will be ready for whatever challenges await them in the future.
Front Row (L to R): Tabitha Campbell, Julia Jerome, Monica Cox, Nicole Wedge. Back Row (L to R): Head
Coach Dave Neal, Maru Perez, Eva Kotylak, Audrey Cunningham, Deidre Nealon, Debbie Levy, Nora
Beyrenr, Lauren Foglia, Elizabeth Smoak, Ashlee Branan, Molly Yarrington, Assistant Coach Seana Staley.
"< The women
row, row, their
boat on the
lake.
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A Amy Reynolds strikes the ball to the next ^ AllisonMcClowgetsreadytomakeher
hole. next move at a golf tournament.
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SETTING THE PACE
By Luis Hernandez
. _ , Tender the leadership of a new coach and with the addition of new players< Shruti
Khanna gets a on the team, the women's golfteam started a new year with a bang. As the coach
few pointers
for me women
'
s team from 1984-1987, head coach Julie Garner knew what to
berore a
tournament. expect from the players on her team as she once again took helm of the team,
replacing former coach Beverly Williams. The first thing Coach Garner did was
to begin a search for a new player who would replace Ail-American standout
Cherie Hansen, whom graduated last year. After searching, it was announced
the newcomers Allison McClow and Allison Roach would come aboard and
join the team. Roach is no stranger to the school's athletic department, because
her father, Phil Roach, is the Director of Athletics for the school. Although, both
McClow and Roach joined the team, this year marked the last year that senior
Jennifer Toilette would play for the team. Though her departure will be missed,
other players on the team such as Shruti Khanna, Amy Reynolds, and Lynsey
Tucker will continue to strive for their very best whenever they are on the field.
~^—
Front Row (Lto R): Shruti Khanna, Lynsey Tucker, Head Coach JulieGarner, Kathryn Cypherd, Jennifer Toilette,
Amy Reynolds. Top Row (L to R): Alison Roach, Allison McClow.
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Men's Golf
Back Row (L to R):Head Coach Kyle Frakes, Mike Drepanos, Dan Hall, Carter Lamberson, Nate Sugar, Andy
Mellen, Adam Chilvers, Paul Schick. Front Row (L to R): Gary Blados, John Bloomfield, Zai Kipgen, Chris
Shields, Sazan Bardha, Mario Coelho, Chris Demers.
Women's Soccer
Front Row (L to R): Kara Wilbur, Mary Cran, Laveta Stewart, Ellen Dittmer, Lauren Shrensky, Elise Bartlett, Jessica
Swinehart, Jennifer Zachariah, Jennifer Gaines, Jakki Clarke. Back Row (L to R): Head Coach Keith Buckley, Maria
Mullen, Leah Gerstenfeld, Jennifer Coudren, Lisa Goodwin, Athena Hoffman, Febbie Taylor, Manoli Garcia, Casey
Carroll, Christine Kelly, Emily Norton, Dory Rosenbaum, Assistant Coach Stephanie Gringer, Trainer Rissa Andres.
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Front Row (L to R): Farrah Dawson, Benny Lohr, Kristen Carpenter, Kara Wilbur, Allie Scott, Adele Roach, Head
Coach Marc Bedsole. Back Row (L to R): Don Goldman, Sabine Scmitt, Robbie Barton, Matt Matthews, Jason
Lundberg, Matt May, Fred Wingate, Garry Bosses, John Vietmeyer, Hank Aaron, Jeff Pohlig, Michael Dewar,
Kreg Llewellyn, Krista Hobizal. Not Pictured: Rhoni Barton, Sierra Domaille.
Sports 167
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The end of the school year allows students to prepare for the summer
and for others, to prepare for the real world. Usually held at the end
of May, graduation allows for one generation of students to exit campus
one last time, while an incoming class offreshmen anxiously prepares for
their arrival in the fall. Summers also allow students to work full time
in order to make some much needed money before classes resume in the
fall. The end of the year also brings a school tradition around, as Fox
Day brings everyone for an end-of-the-year party. Moving out ofdorm
rooms and/or apartments keeps many students busy, as they make
arrangements to store and move items until the next semester comes
around. The City of Winter Park prepares for their "dry season" as
businesses that traditionally made most oftheir income from the patronage
of students prepares for three months of slow business. Facilities
Management workers will spend their summers renovating and repairing
student dorms. This fall, many changes will await returning students
when they get back on campus. TKE will now have Pugsley Hall to call
their home, while an influx of new students get ready for a lengthy
orientation. As we come to a close this and every year, change will
be right behind us as the school preapares to welcome the Class of 2001
and the Cornell Campus Center in the upcoming year.
^ Several graduates head out of Rex Beach Hall
and towards the Knowles Memorial Chapel as they
get ready for the beginning of their lives.
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By Luis Hernandez
S ince it's beginning as an end-of-the year supplement to the Sandspur to it's
development as one of Florida's and the country's finest collegiate yearbooks, the
Tomokan has been an important part of student life for over eight years. This year,
as we celebrate the Tomokan 's eightieth anniversary, the staff decided to write about
the the things that helped shape this yearbook into what it is today.
Originally, the Tomokan did not start out as a hardbound publication as we
know it today. Known originally as the Demographic Demonstrator when it was an
insert to the Sandspur, the school's yearbook served as a viewbook for the campus
in its early days. After a name change (according to school archives, the name
Tomokan was chosen because it was the name of a local Native American tribe), the
Tomokan became a hardbound yearbook in 1 926. The first edition, which had a blue
suede cover and was printed by a local publisher in Tampa was widely popular and
only one copy survives to this date in the school's archive's.
Throughout the years, students from many walks of life have been able to
serve as editor-in-chief of the yearbook and help in the development of the book.
During the 1930's to 1950's, the Tomokan had a conservative look to it, yet with the
arrival of the turbulent 1960's, the book would transform itself into more of a
viewbook, instead of a journalistic publication. From the 1960's and up to the early
1 990's, the Tomokan continued to have the look of a photographic viewbook, yet that
would change in 1994.
That year, under a tri-editorship, the Tomokan once again transformed, but
this time into a readable student publication. With captions provided for almost every
photograph, and stories to read, the Tomokan changed into a more positive student
publication. Followed by the widely-acclaimed and award-winning 1995 & 1996
editions, the Tomokan has proven that it can stand the test of time in continuing it's
excellence into the next century.
Archives Departm
Tomokan staff
members from the early
1 980's help crop photos
for a future edition.
I hroughout the years, many faces have graced the
pages of the Tomokan. Besides the faces of students, faculty,
and staff, many celebrities have also popped up from time to
time in the book. Some of these famous faces have included
(indicated by years they appeared in):
Maya Angelou (Poet- 1994)
David Crosby (Folk singer- 1993)
Michael J. Fox (Actor- 1991)
Olympia Dukakis (Oscar-winning actress- 1995)
Newt Gingrich (Speaker of the House- 1991)
Anthony Perkins (Actor & former student- 1950 to 1954)
Ronald Reagan (Former U.S. president- 1992)
Fred Rogers (Television host & alum- 1948 to 1951
)
Dennis Scott (Orlando Magic player- 1997)
5 Fads About The Tomokan
1. The Tomokan is the oldest and only collegiate yearbook
in Central Florida.
2. Only one African-American (Ixchelle Queeley-1994)
and one Latino (Luis Hernandez- 1995 to 1997) student
have served as editors-in-chief.
3. Luis Hernandez ( 1 995-97 ) has been the longest-running
editor in the book's history.
4. The 1994 Tomokan was the bestselling edition. 1993
was the least-selling.
5. Only 39 women have successfully served as editor-in-
chief. 37 men have also claimed the job, while 6
editiors remain anonymous or unknown.
Special thanks to Trudy Laframboise and Kathleen
Reich of the Archives Department for their assistance and
generosity throughout the years. Thank you for taking your
time in researching information and allowing us to browse the
school's archives.
This edition is dedicated to our former advisor& Assistant
Director of Student Activities and Leadership Programs, Drew
Williams, and Penny Schafer, former Assistant Dean of Student
Affairs, whose positions were eliminated recently in order to
make way for the supposedly-glorious Cornell Campus Center'
s
new administration. Without your support and encouragement
throughout the years none of this would have been possible.
Your presence and guidance will be truly missed.
Tomokan Editors-in-Chiefs: Past, Present, and Future
1917 Alfred J. Hanna 1939 Don Cetrulo 1961 John Looby 1982 Dan Richards
1918 Anonymous 1940 Wendy Davis 1962 Leila Blevin 1983 Scott Roth
1919 Anonymous 1941 Robert McFall Kristen Bracewell 1984 T. Grey Squires
1920 Lloyd Fargo Boyle 1942 Robert McFall 1963 Grant Jennison 1985 Sissy DeMuth
1921 Anonymous 1943 Jane Anne Sholley 1964 Connie Kelley 1986 Susan Gurtis
1922 Anonymous 1944 Anonymous 1965 Patsy Blackburn 1987 Billy Mitchell
1923 John C. Teare 1945 Anne White 1966 Millie Trapkin 1988 Robert Bradshaw
1924 Horace Draa 1946 Mary Elizabeth Sloan 1967 Sharon Rozewicz 1989 Julie Sloan
1925 Stanley E. Warner 1947 Ann Craver 1968 Robert R. Farwell 1990 Anonymous
1926 Jack H. Evans 1948 Jim A. Ernster 1969 Susan Jetton Gregory 1991 Erin Higgins
1927 Paul Hilliard 1949 Patricia Tennant 1970 H. Clinton Pike, Jr. Jennifer Reiche
1928 Paul Hilliard 1950 Marcia Mulholland 1971 Larry Burton 1992 Anne Hansford
1929 J.E. Bartlett, Jr. 1951 Lois Paxton 1972 John Richard Nuber Layna Mosley
1930 Harriet L. Pipkorn 1952 Marcia Mattox 1973 Doug Jacobs 1993 Leah Grohe
1931 Frank P. Walker, Jr. 1953 Glason Kyle 1974 Kim Flagstad 1994 Brian Hill
1932 James Parks 1954 Marcia Mattox 1975 Kim Flagstad Donald LeBlond
1933 Boyd Kyner 1955 Harriet Atlass 1976 Hope Silliphant Ixchelle Queeley
1934 Janet Elizabeth Gibney 1956 Jo Cayll 1977 Dottie Dyess 1995 Linda Sitek
1935 Winthrop Brubaker 1957 Sandy Hose 1978 Bill McCalmont Luis Hernandez
1936 Mildred Muccia 1958 Bruce Beal 1979 Andy Leeker 1996 Luis Hernandez
1937 Helene Keywan 1959 Larry M. Hitner 1980 Leslie Chisholm 1997 Luis Hernandez
1938 Malcolm Whitelaw 1960 Lloyd Hoskins 1981 Jeff Purvice 1998 Nellie Lackman
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V The "Beans" everyone knew
circa 1992. Rose Skillman hall
was rebuilt in the early 1 990's
due to a fire.
A Carmen Evans distracts
Chris Kelley from his food
during the Fox Day picnic.
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X Who can't forget about the
Denny's craze on Fox Day morning?
Sugar is sweet and so are Babara
Abello, Victoria Hodges, Michelle
Cicak, and Tori Storm as they explore
one of the many candy shops in Europe.
A Student awareness has always
been a part of student life. Here
JSL members Diane LaFalce and
Heather Laporte inform Brandy
DeMil about their organization.
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A Alicia Cline celebrates
with her extended family,
many who traveled from as
far as the U.S. Virgin Islands.
Rhonda Neuhaus gets a
congratulatory hug from
Professor Joe Siry.
> Kimberly Nix '96
congratulates Nick Berens
outside of the fieldhouse.
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of the Road
Take Their Final Steps at Rollins as They Head into the Real World.
A s the procession of graduates marched out of the
Knowles Memorial Chapel and inside the Enyart Fieldhouse,
they were fulfilling a destiny that awaited them since they
first stepped foot on campus on September 3, 1993. On
Sunday, June 1, 1997, the 112th graduating class of the
college received their diplomas as an audience full ofparents,
friends, and well-wishers looked on. Presided by W.D. (Bill)
Frederick, Jr., Chairman of the Board of Trustees, and
President Rita Bornstein, the ceremony brought the entire
school community to commemorate the accomplishments
and achievements ofmembers of the graduating class. Sister
Jeanne O'Laughlin, President of Barry University presented
the commencement address, which hope to inspire all about
the greatness they can accomplish in their lives.
(Continued on page 177)
X Reverend Pat Powers presents
Willie Garland with the Sullivan
Ward.
A KristenGuarisco celebrates
her graduation with her father,
Michael.
X Julie Westendorf
and Manoli Garcia say
goodbye to one another.
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•< The procession of
flags marches into the
fieldhouse.
ommencement 1997
Y Valedictorian Elissa
Levin gives her speech.
The valedictorian speech was given by Elissa Levin, who addressed the
seniors in a very short speech. Following her speech, the school honored several
faculty members for their contributions to the school community, as well as
honoring four faculty members who were retiring. Later during the ceremony,
the school presented honorary degrees to Sister Jeanne O'Laughlin, and Harold
Alfond for their contributions to their communities.
Willie Garland and Laura Hall were the recipients of the Sydney
Algernon Sullivan awards for their unselfish contributions to the college. Mike
Deaver was also honored on the Walk of Fame with his own stone for his years
of service to the school.
After all the awards fanfare was over, the traditional awarding of hoods
and degrees began. Although not all 284 members of the Class of 1997 were
present to receive their degrees, most of those seniors who were there marched
to the stage where the Dean of Student Affairs, Steve Neilson, and the Dean of
the Faculty, Stephen Briggs awarded graduating students with the traditional
hood. As Professor of Music, Edmund LeRoy, read aloud their names and any
(continued on Page 178)
A McLean Schaeffer celebrates
on her graduation day with
sorority sister, Michelle Cicak,
and her real-life sister, Farrah.
A Sean Hastings seems thrilled
minutesafter receiving hisdiploma.
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ommencement 1997
(continued from Page 177)
associated honors, graduates faced the audience as they received their hoods.
President Bornstein later congratulated all graduates with a handshake as they
went up to her to pick up their degrees.
Although it was raining outside and the sound of pounding rain could
be heard hitting the fieldhouse' s roof, the atmosphere inside was one of great
happiness for everyone. As the Reverend John R. Langfitt gave the benediction,
the lights of the fieldhouse went off for a few seconds due to a minor power
outtage. Afterwards, graduating senior Crystal Ohr led the audience in the
singing of the "Alma Mater". When faculty members and graduates filed out
of the fieldhouse where they were awaited by gloomy skies, puddles, and their
families & friends. Unlike in past years, the school did not have a reception
for the graduates because a substitute location was not assigned in the event
of rain. As graduates departed one last time with their friends in the
fieldhouse's parking lot, the end of the road had finally arrived for those
students who helped changed the scene on campus these four years. After the
festivities were over, graduates packed up their belongings from their dorm
rooms and headed off into the real world, where many things were in store for
them.
The DuPont family
congratulates Molly
DuPont on her
graduation from college.
ParentsTom (far left) and
Ruthie (fourth from left)
were members of the
Class of 1970. Sisters
Jessica '95 (fifth from left)
and Sarah '98(second
from right) have also
continued the Rollins
tradition as well.
Y McLean Schaeffer is
surprised that she made it
through four rough years.
> Will Rockett, Christina Welsh,
and Price Sewell are all smiles as
they celebrate with friends.
Larry Humes/Public Relations OHice
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A
IMBERLY ELISE ADAMS
9408 SOUTHWEST 151ST STREET
MIAMI, FL 33196
BIBB BEVIS ALLEN, JR.
1050 SUNSWEPT ROAD NORTH
PALM BAY, FL 32905
SABRINA ISABELLE ANICO
733 EAST 35TH STREET
HIALEAH, FL 33013
B
VALAYA ARSENAULT BANMAI
465 SUN LAKE CIRCLE, # 305
LAKE MARY, FL 32746
ASHLEY HART BASTHOLM
9 HERONWOOD LANE
MILTON, DE 19968
JENNIFER COLLIN BATTISTA
14 COURT OF GREEN WAY
NORTHBROOK, IL 60062
DARA JOY BAUR
POST OFFICE BOX 2797
WINTER PARK, FL 32790
LAURA CHRISTINA BECK
10808 STANMORE DRIVE
POTOMAC, MD 20854
NICHOLAS MILLER BERENS
939 RIPLEY LANE
DYSTER BAY, NY 11771
KRISTEN ANNE BERG
>765 NORTHRIDGE DRIVE EAST
ZLEARWATER, FL 34621
KATIA BILLECI
6503 MILITARY TRAIL APT. #101
BOCA RATON, FL 33496
LISA YOONHEE BLANNING
6607 MERRIEWOOD DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32818
PIETER ADRIAAN BOCKWEG
12265 SOUTH DIXIE HIGHWAY
SUITE 921
MIAMI, FL 33156
LISA FRAN BOHMART
680 WEST END AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10025
BETH ANNE BONARGO
1754 COSTNER DRIVE
WARRINGTON, PA 18976
GAVIN PHILLIP BORDEN
925 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10028
GARY PHILIP BOSSES
19 SPRINGDALE ROAD
SCARSDALE, NY 10583
VALERIE ANNE BOUCARD
350 KINGS WAY
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
LESLIE PATRICIA BROWN
785 WOODBINE
CINCINNATI, OH 45246
MELISSA DENISE BUNDY
2625 SHERWOOD DRIVE
AUSTELL, GA 30001-4124
ALBERT SAMSON BUNN
7225 HIAWASSEE OAKS DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32818
STEPHANIE MARIE BYRD
2020 CONTINENTAL
ORLANDO, FL 32808
c
MICHELLE ELIZABETH CAMPBELL-OLBERT
135 EAST STEELE STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32804
MARY ANN CANZANO
15 MARSHALL ROAD
MILTON, MA 02186
JULIE MARIE CARD
12219 RIP VAN WINKLE
HOUSTON, TX 77024
KAREN POLK CARLSEN
641 WORTHINGTON DRIVE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
KRISTEN ANN CARPENTER
684 KETTLETOWN ROAD
SOUTHBURY, CT 06488
PATRICIA KATHLEEN CARROLL
480 SATURN AVENUE
SARASOTA, FL 34243
DESIREE MARIA CARTER
2960 ZAHARIAS DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32837
LANCE ALAN CASHION
333 THROCKMORTON
FORT WORTH, TX 76102
PETER PAUL CASTIGLIONE IV
4123 NORTHEAST 2ND AVENUE
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33157
JOSEPH MICHAEL CHANDA
515 RIVERCOVE PLACE
INDIALANTIC, FL 32903
GLORIA SHUN CHIANG
5644 REVELWOOD LOOP
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
OLIVIA SHUN CHIANG
279 GLENEAGLES DRIVE
ORANGE PARK, FL 32073
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ADAM CHARLES CHILVERS
5815 S. E. FEDERAL HIGHWAY
STUART, FL 34997
CHRISTINA ANNE CIRILLO
86 WACCABUC ROAD
GOLDENS BRIDGE, NY 10526
ALICIA BIANCA CLINE
PAUL M. PEARSON GARDEN
BUILDING M
CHARLOTTE AMALIE
SAINT THOMAS, VI 00801
MARK ELLIOT COHEN
8432 HICKORY STREET
OMAHA, NE 68124
MELLI ANN COLLADA
117 ORANGE RIDGE DRIVE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
SUSAN LYNN CONLEY
11610 GRAND BAY BLVD.
CLERMONT, FL 34711
SARAH THOMAS CORDI
4 HILLSIDE ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21210
DOROTHY ANN COSLOW
1140 FAIRWAY DRIVE
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
STEFANO COSTA
25 VIA PER MAGNANO
PIVERONE 10010
ITALY
FRANK ANTHONY CUCCARO
2478 ALLWOOD ROAD
SCOTCH PLAINS, NJ 07076
PENELOPE GAY DANE
69 JERUSALEM
COHASSET, MA 02025
JULIE BLAINE DAVIS
7601 WOOD DUCK DRIVE
BOCA RATON, FL 33431
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SHIELLA MACAULEY DAVIS
668 GRENADINE COURT
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
BRANDY ELIZABETH DE MIL
C/O THE SANTA FE OPERA
POST OFFICE BOX 2408
SANTA FE, NM 87504
MICHAEL JUSTIN DEAVER
2569 GRASSY POINT DRIVE
LAKE MARY, FL 32749
DAMON JOSHUA DEMING
7549 BRANDYWOOD CIRCLE, #270
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
JOSEPH MICHAEL DIANA
6030 RICHARD PLACE
SARASOTA, FL 34231-6016
ELLEN RIEGEL DITTMER
981 VICTORIA TERRACE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701-7318
KELLY ALANE DOLEZAR
4326 BLONIGEN AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL 32812
JENA DONOFRIO
1550 COBBLE LANE
MT. DORA, FL 32757
KIMBERLY SUE DONOVAN
785 TROPICAL CIRCLE
SARASOTA, FL 34242
AMANDA LEE DOWLING
5329 MYRICA ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32810
TERRY LYNN DOWNING
2203 STEFFANIE COURT
KISSIMMEE, FL 34746
PAIGE LINDA DREYFUSS
8901 HARVEST SQUARE COURT
POTOMAC, MD 20854
MOLLY BECKER DU PONT
430 SAINT ANDREWS DRIVE
BELLEAIR, FL 34616
SASHA TARASEWICZ DULSKI
3249 WEST CHANNEL CIRCLE
JUPITER, FL 33477
NICHOLAS CHRISTOPHER DWIGHT
4537 CAL COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32808
U
15
NIEMA LIESEL EDOO
8047 RHEA CIRCLE
ORLANDO, FL 32807
EMILY ALICE EMERSON
638 MAIN STREET
HINGHAM, MA 02043
DIANE MARIE ERBE
9318 WHITTINGHAM DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32817
11
JEANMARIE ESPOSITO
9230 LAGOON PLACE #105
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33324
KATHRYN DIANA ALMUTH EWING
8317 COMANCHE COURT
BETHESDA, MD 20817
ROBERT ZANE DELGADO FANSLER
144 DELA COSTA STREET
SALCEDOVL, MAKATI
THE PHILIPPINES, 1200
SAMUEL HAMILTON REED FARMER
61 ABERDEEN ROAD
LONDON, ENGLAND
UNITED KINGDOM N5 2XB
NANCY ANN FAZIO
1557 OAK VIEW DRIVE
SARASOTA, FL 34232
EILEEN DEL CARMEN FERNANDEZ
8155 POWELL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32822
MATTHEW GABRIEL FIERCE
3414 SLEEPY HOLLOW ROAD
FALLS CHURCH, VA 22044
JONATHAN DAVID FIGG
14503 MANDOLIN DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32837
JOANNA ELYSABETHE FINNEGAN
201 SOUTH RIVERSIDE DRIVE
INDIALANTIC, FL 32903
STEPHANIE ANN FLOAT
8300 SPRING BREEZE COURT
ELLICOTT CITY, MD 21043
GIANCARLA MARIA TINA FLORIDIA
1221 POITRAS DRIVE
VERO BEACH, FL 32963
MICHELLE FRANKLIN
9755 POPLARWOOD COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32825
MATTHEW MORRIS FRIEDMAN
8832 WANDERING TRAIL DRIVE
POTOMAC, MD 20854
ROBERT DUDLEY FROST, JR.
338 WEST BEACH ROAD
CHARLESTOWN, RI 02813
TRACY ANNE FULLINGTON
4200 CENTER KEY ROAD, NUMBER 1122
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
VANESSA ALEXIS GARAY
PRIUADA DE PILA SECA #8
SAN MIGUEL ALLENDE, G.T.O.
MEXICO 37700
MANUELA GARCIA LUQUE
C/J. DE MIGUEL NO 13-4; APT C
MADRID 28018
SPAIN
WILLIE JAMES GARLAND
ROLLINS COLLEGE
1000 HOLT AVENUE-1660
WINTER PARK, FL 32789-4499
IAN JAMES GARLIC
311 NORTH KNOWLES AVENUE
APARTMENT #402
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
MELISSA JOY GAVIN
4986 POWELL ROAD
OKEMOS, MI 48864
DAWN MARIE GAWRON
7343 SOMERSET SHORES CT
ORLANDO, FL 32819
PATRICK CHRISTIAN GAY
425 HOLT AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
EILEEN PATRICIA GIARRUSSO
2709 DREW VALLEY ROAD
ATLANTA, GA 30319
KATHRYN SUZANNE GILBERT
170 SOUTH RIVER ROAD
STUART, FL 34996
JONATHAN RANDAL GILMORE
5920 1ST SOUTHWEST
VERO BEACH, FL 32968
DAVID SASSON GLUCKSMAN
5350 NORTH BAY ROAD
MIAMI BEACH, FL 33140
JULIE ELIZABETH GODWIN
304 HAMLIN AVENUE
SATELLITE BEACH, FL 32937
DONALD JEROME GOLDEN
429 ISABELLA TERRACE
CORONA DEL MAR, CA 92625
TIMOTHY ADAM GRAFF
76 HIGHLAND COURT
INDIALANTIC, FL 32903-4605
KIMBERLY SCOTT GRAVES
535 FOREST ROAD
WEST SUFFIELD, CT 06093
TERESA RUTH GREENLEES
10505 LAKE WILLIAMS DRIVE
ODESSA, FL 33556
ABBYJANE GRESKO
844 RIDGEWOOD DRIVE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33405
VICTOR RALPH GUARINO
ROUTE 3; BOX 99D
GAINESVILLE, FL 32606
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KRIS TEN KELLY GUARISCO
159 HOLLYWOOD DRIVE
METAIRIE, LA 70005
MARGARET DUNNE HAGER
551 BARNES ROAD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63124
KATRI AUNE HAKOLA
2374 COPPERHILL LOOPE
OCOEE, FL 34761
DANIEL GRAY HALL
4242 OLD MILL ROAD
FORT WAYNE, IN 46807
LAURA DEANNE HALL
914 ST. CLAIR STREET, #45
MELBOURNE, FL 32935
PACE MATTHEWS HALTER
2909 BAKERS FARM ROAD NW.
ATLANTA, GA 30339
HOLLY ELIZABETH HAMMOND
847 CASSENA ROAD
NAPLES, FL 33963
JAMES GLEASON HANNING III
7 SPRUCE CIRCLE
ANDOVER, MA 01810
JORDAN DEAN HARRIS
5545 S.E. MARTIN MEADOWS AVENUE
STUART, FL 34997
REBECCA JEAN HASARA
3382 HAMLET LOOP
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
SHAWN DAVID HASTINGS
15321 SPRUSON STREET
ODESSA, FL 33556
KIRSTEN ELIZABETH HAUSER
10955 S.W. 15TH STREET
APARTMENT #206
PEMBROKE PINES, FL 33025
VICTORIA RANDOLPH HAYES
32 SOUTH TURKEY HILL ROAD
WESTPORT, CT 06880
JEFFREY THOMAS HENRY
59 EVERGREEN DRIVE
NORTH ANDOVER, MA 01845
LUIS ALBERTO HERNANDEZ
11807 CROCKETT COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32824-5950
DONALD CLIFFORD HERNDON
232 WESTMINSTER DRIVE
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32304
L. JUSTIN HESENIUS
16 CASABLANCA COURT
HAVERHILL, MA 01830
LISA VIRGINIA HIGGS
POST OFFICE BOX N-4139
NASSAU, BAHAMAS
ELISA MARGARET HILL
4309 LARCHMONT
DALLAS, TX 75205
CAMMIE JO HOLSAPPLE
8006 FOUR MILE ROAD
WASHINGTON, MO 63090
AMELIA EVELYN ELIZABETH HOUGLAND
4907 BARCELONA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32807
JUDY YUNG-LI HU
4014 SUNNYBROOK DRIVE
NASHVILLE, TN 37205
CHARLES TERRY HUTCHERSON
1552 CHAMPIONSHIP COURT
APOPKA, FL 32712
MEREDITH CAIN INGLESBY
14 WOODBINE PLACE
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, SC 29928
JASON CHRISTOPHER IVEY
1611 FULMER ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32809
JULIA TEMPLE JEROME
890 WEST END AVENUE
APARTMENT #9A
NEW YORK, NY 10025
CARRIE TERESE JETCHICK
337 OSWEGO STREET
AURORA, CO 80010
KIOSHIRAH THERIE JOHANSEN
POST OFFICE BOX 24502
GALLOWS BAY
SAINT CROIX, VI 00824
JILL CHRISTIAN JONES
973 LAKE ASBURY DRIVE
GREEN COVE SPRINGS, FL 32043
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JENNIFER MICHELE JUDGE
11931 NORTHWEST 29TH STREET
SUNRISE, FL 33323
JENNIFER ERIN KAMIN
7831 SOUTH WEST 148TH AVENUE
i MIAMI, FL 33193-1101
STANLEY MICHAEL KARANDANIS
197 SOUTH STREET
iREADING, MA 01867
KRISTIN NICOLE KARLOVEC
29326 EDGEDALE ROAD
PEPPER PIKE, OH 44124
CHRISTINE MARIE KEENEN
14713 DUNBARTON DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32817
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL KELLEY
2428 SILVERIDGE TRAIL
WESTLAKE, OH 44145
ANNE RANDALL KETTLE
5284ISLEWORTHCOUNTRYCLUB DRIVE
WINDERMERE, FL 34786
DELARA ANN KHERADI
14 RIVERVIEW DRIVE
NORTH PROVIDENCE, RI 02904
CHARLES ANDREW KIBORT III
48 NORTHFIELD
GREENWICH, CT 06830
KARA MEGHAN KIDMAN
37 SUNNY RIDGE ROAD
EASTON, CT 06612
¥ONG MIN KIM
503 FOUNDRY DRIVE
MASHVILLE, TN 37209
ZHRISTOPHER AMES KLINE II
58 GLEN EAGLES ROAD
JAINT LOUIS, MO 63124
GLENN ALAN KOWALSKI
122 WEST MELCOURT DRIVE
CHEEKTOWAGA, NY 14225
PETER HELMUT KRAMER
1113 EAST PIONEER TRAIL
AURORA, OH 44202
HAMILTON RICHEY KRANS III
16 HAMILTON STREET
DOVER, NH 03820
ERICKA LEANDRO KUCHEMBUCK
14307 TAMBOURINE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32837
BRADFORD WILLIAM LANCASTER
2950 HEATHER TRAIL
CLEARWATER, FL 34621
ELIZABETH ANNE LANNING
27 CLAREMONT DRIVE
MAPLEWOOD, NJ 07040
JENNIFER RACHEL LASSOFF
54 CARLYLE ROAD
WEST HARTFORD, CT 06117
CHRISTOPHER ERIK LAUB
7730 ROLLING RIDGE COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32835
Paul Schick/Contributed
ANTHONY HIGGINS LAWLOR
4 BRENTWOOD ROAD
ROMFORD, ESSEX
ENGLAND, RM1 2EX
UNITED KINGDOM
HOA HIEN LE
2056 NW 55TH BOULEVARD, APT. #E6
GAINESVILLE, FL 32653
CHRISTIE ANN LE MIEUX
175 U-VISTA COURT
FORT PIERCE, FL 34947
JORGE JOSE LEAL
3224 FAIRFAX LANE
COCOA, FL 32926
ZJYMAALII OXALAMANJA LEE
2428 LAKE VISTA COURT; APT. 114
CASSELBERRY, FL 32707
REBECCA JEAN LEMON
461 GROVE TERRACE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
SARA VIRGINIA LEMUTH
3709 GARNET
HOUSTON, TX 77005
JONATHAN BOWEN LENDZION
POST OFFICE BOX 1329
CONIFER, CO 80433
GREGORY LENNON
13 GEORGE STREET
FRAMINGHAM, MA 01701
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SCOTT WAYNE LEONARD
2105 HOWELL BRANCH ROAD
APARTMENT # 1 I
MAITLAND, FL 32751
KRISTIN ERIN LETTIERE
135 FIRST STREET; UNIT 3F
KEYPORT, NJ 07735
ELISSA LEE LEVIN
615 FLANDERS M
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33484
KARL DWAN LEWIS
3135 BENT OAK ROAD
PENSACOLA, FL 32526
ALLYSON BETH LIPMAN
11 PARKSIDE DRIVE
MONTPELIER, VT 05602
LA JUANTA DAWN LITTLE
4507 LAKE MARTIN LANE #B
ORLANDO, FL 32808
FRODE LOFTESNES
DALHAUGANE, 7 5062
BERGEN, BONES
NORWAY
CARLA DEL MAR LOPEZ
10745 OAK GLEN CIRCLE
ORLANDO, FL 32817
DARLA GAIL LOWERY
5583 COGNAC DRIVE
FORT MYERS, FL 33919
CARRI RUTH LUNDQUIST
1920 THUNDERBIRD TRAIL
MAITLAND, FL 32751-3739
ZAIBA MALIK
8786 LAKE TIBET COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32836
JEFFREY AARON MALONE
210 LAKE ROAD
FAR HILLS, NJ 07931
BRIAN MICHAEL MALONEY
102 HARBOR LANE
MASSAPEQUA PARK, NY 11762
JENNIFER LEE MALONEY
7115 W. 182ND STREET
TINLEY PARK, IL 60477
VAISHALI PRADIP MANEK
POST OFFICE BOX 788
WINTER PARK, FL 32790-0788
BRETT ALAN MARLOWE
318 BRIARWOOD DRIVE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
WENDY ANN MATHISEN
2916 SQUIRE OAK COURT
ST. CLOUD, FL 34769
MATHEW SHAWN MAY
1202 W. LAKE BUCKEYE DR.
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33881
ANGELA LEIGH MC ALLISTER
314 MASSEY LANE
LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN, GA 30750
MEGGIN HEATHER MC CLOSKEY
455 DENTON COURT
HEATHROW, FL 32746
ANDREW PERRY MC GINNIS
14 WOODSIDE DRIVE
SCARBOROUGH, ME 04074
JENNIFER MC KAY
4215 WINDSOR PARKWAY
DALLAS, TX 75205
ALEXIS LA CORTE MEAD
10508 CAROLLVIEW DRIVE
TAMPA, FL 33618
EDWIN TOMAS MELENDEZ-MURPHY
3436 NEW CASTLE
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78418
JUAN CARLOS MERCADO
7624 COLEBROOK DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32818
NICOLE MARIE METSISTO
19 WOOD ISLAND ROAD
SCITUATE, MA 02066
JOSHUA SCOTT MEYERS
256 COVE ROAD
HUDSON, WI 54016
URSULA MILLER-WULFF
201 NORTH CELIA LANE
ORLANDO, FL 32803
JASON WILLIAM MITCHELL
7509 KEY LARGO DRIVE
APARTMENT #437
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
ANGELA DAWN MITRISIN
6118 LA PINE ROAD
BROOKSVILLE, FL 34602
HEATHER ELLENE MOORE
1107 KEY PLAZA; SUITE 213
KEY WEST, FL 33040
JULIE KATHRYN MORRIS
2502 FIRETREE LANE
VENICE, FL 34292
MEGAN KELLEY MORRISON
515 19TH PLACE
KIRKLAND, WA 98033
JASON ROBERT MUEHLHAUSER
1555 NORTH ASTOR STREET; #44E
CHICAGO, IL 60610
CHRISTOPHER THOMAS MUNCHE1
2602 FLINT DRIVE
CONNERSVILLE, IN 47331
HOLLY CHRISTINA NACOL
1019 DELRIDGE
ORLANDO, FL 32839
RHONDA SARA NEUHAUS
164 BLACKHEATH ROAD
LIDO BEACH, NY 11561
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MARY TAMARA NEWCOMB
1 13588 TEXAS WOODS CIRCLE
ORLANDO, FL 32824
JOSUE DANIEL NIEVES-SANTIAGO
!205 SHERRY AVENUE
» WINTER SPRINGS, FL 32708
f LINDA ANN NIGRO
638 STATE AVENUE
'
: HOLLY HILL, FL 32117
PAWEL WOJCIECH NOWICKI
6 3857 GUILDFORD COURT
[ORLANDO, FL 32817
O
AIMEE REYNOLDS O'CONNOR
i 6531 STONINGTON DRIVE
TAMPA, FL 33647
ALAN MICHAEL O'NEIL
3208 MONTE D'ESTE WAY
!l BIRMINGHAM, AL 35216
CRYSTAL KELLI OHR
6608 THOROUGHBRED LOOP
ODESSA, FL 33556
I KIMBERLY ANN ORAM-SMITH
1
3815 WAPITI WAY
i COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80908
i GREGORY JAMES ORESTE
I
COTTONWOOD TERRACE
DUNEDIN, FL 34698
P
PETER ANASTASIOS PAPPAS
POST OFFICE BOX 4875
WINTER PARK, FL 32793
MARUJA PEREZ
3812 NEPTUNE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32804
MELISSA KARA PERSON
5295 SOUTHWEST 99TH TERRACE
MIAMI, FL 33156
FELIPE PINZON
7880 SOUTHWEST 181 TERRACE
MIAMI, FL 33157
MATTHEW JOHN PISTONE
515 CONSHOHOCKEN STATE ROAD
PENN VALLEY, PA 19072
BRANDON CANDLER POWELL
1217 N POINT LANE
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23452
ANN-MARIE PILAR PUIG
9521 ENCINO STREET
MIRAMAR, FL 33025
Q
OLIVER HARRISON QUINN
252 EL BRAVO
PALM BEACH, FL 33480
R
ELIZABETH ANN RAMIREZ
4425 BANYAN LANE
MIAMI, FL 33137
BRANDY LEE RANDEL
8718 MASTER LINK COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32836-5469
MATTHEW LAWRENCE RAYMOND
3705 UNDERWOOD STREET
CHEVY CHASE, MD 20815
MARGARET ELIZABETH REDMAN
8010 428TH AVENUE S.E.
SNOQUALMIE, WA 98065-9416
DARIAN RENEE REEVES
633 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
PAUL DOUGLAS REICH
3964 VILLAS GREEN CIRCLE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
JAYSON MICHAEL RIEGER
2155 PALM VIEW DRIVE
APOPKA, FL 32712
ANDREW LADD RITCHIE
POST OFFICE BOX 647
SOUTH ORLEANS, MA 02662
SHEDRIC HILL ROBERSON III
215 OCEAN SHORE BOULEVARD
ORMOND BEACH, FL 32176
WILLIAM FORD ROCKETT
140 EAST 95TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10128-1778
MIMI STEPHANIE ROLLINS
2504 DELANEY AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL 32806
ROMAGNOLI GREGORY GEORGE
2001 SOUTHEAST 24TH AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33316
DORA LUCIEL ROSENBAUM
113NURMI DRIVE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33301
ROWLAND LAWRENCE SANDERS
46 MERIDAN ROAD
BEAUFORT, SC 29902
HEATHER JEAN RUDOLPH
103 18TH AVENUE, #5
INDIAN ROCKS BEACH, FL 34635
Luis Hernondez/Tomokan
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LUA RUDOLPH
9561 WHITFIELD AVENUE
SAVANNAH, GA 31406
KELLEY MARIE RUPP
2500 LOOKOUT DRIVE
DUNEDIN, FL 34698
COURTNEY FARRELL SADLER
318 AUSTRALIAN AVENUE
PALM BEACH, FL 33480
BRIAN NELSON SAGE
1340 RIVER RIDGE DR
VERO BEACH, FL 32963
ALISON JEAN SAKER
POST OFFICE BOX 233
SEA GIRT, NJ 08750
IRMA MC LEAN SCHAEFFER
9190 WINDING OAK WAY
MEMPHIS, TN 38125
ELIZABETH ANN SCHEID
3109 CASEY KEY ROAD
NOKOMIS, FL 34275
MATTHEW WALLACE SCHMIDT
120 PRESSVIEW AVENUE
LONGWOOD, FL 32750
KRISTEN ANNE SCHNEEBERGER
77 EASTWIND LANE
MAITLAND, FL 32751
ALLISON NELSON SCOTT
202 WOODCOCK DRIVE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15215
SHEILA LAYTON SCOVILLE
1402 PROSPECT STREET
PALATKA, FL 32177
SEGREE JENNIFER ANDREA
1806 HUNTCREEK RUN
GAMBRILLS, MD 21054
SEWELL PRICE LANGDON
209 CAPITAL HEIGHTS
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
SHIRK BETHANIE MARIE
4218 LAKEWOOD DRIVE
SEFFNER, FL 33584
LAUREN RENE SHRENSKY
10708 BALANTRE LANE
POTOMAC, MD 20854
LAUREN EILEEN SIKORSKI
146 PAWSON ROAD
BRANFORD, CT 06405
MICHAEL LAWRENCE SIMES
105 NORTH ST. ANDREWS DRIVE
ORMOND BEACH, FL 32174
RACHEL MARIE SIMMONS
11025 JASMINE CIRCLE
BRADENTON, FL 34209
g JENNIFER LORRAINE SLOTKIN
1 58 NICOLE DRIVE
| DENVILLE, NJ 07834
cr
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BRIAN WESLEY SMALL
140 LAMORAK LANE
MAITLAND, FL 32751
CHRISTOPHER MAGNUS SMITH
204 MICHAEL DRIVE
OVIEDO, FL 32765
HOLLY RAE SMITH
3705 CHIARA DRIVE
TITUSVILLE, FL 32796
JOHN RICHARD SMITH
6 DOUGLAS DRIVE
ORRELL, ENGLAND, WN5 8NT
UNITED KINGDOM
MATTHEW RYAN SMITH
6021 SINGLETREE LANE
JAMESVILLE, NY 13078
MABON ANDREW SOFER
536 POPLAR STREET
HALF MOON BAY, CA 94019
SHAWN WESLEY ST. JOHN
924 N.W. PORTLAND AVENUE
BEND, OR 97701
JONATHAN KIERAN STACK
66 MILTON ROAD, 51-J
RYE, NY 10580
SIMONE MARIE STAPE
4661 WOODLANDS VILLAGE DR§
ORLANDO, FL 32835
MICHAEL DAVID STISKIN
22 LEDGEWOOD ROAD
WEST REDDING, CT 06896
CATHERINE MARY STONE
329 MAIN STREET
PORTLAND, CT 06480
J
TARA LYNN STONE
10 HARRIS ROAD
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY 12866
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JACOB JOSEPH VOIGT
22 MEADOWOOD ROAD
ROSEMONT, PA 19010
w
LINDSEY PAIGE WINICK
10 ROSE AVENUE
MARBLEHEAD, MA 01945
DENNIS SCOTT WITHEROW
JOHN MICHAEL SULLIVAN
POST OFFICE BOX 7597
WILTON, CT 06897-7597
NICOLE HEATHER SYDNEY
46 DRUMLIN ROAD
WEST SIMSBURY, CT 06092
T
JAMES CLIVE RICHARD THATCHER
I SPITHEAD LODGE 43 HARBOR ROAD
WARWICK, BERMUDA
KIMBERLY LYNN THOMAN
POST OFFICE BOX 254
CRUZ BAY
ST. JOHN, VI 00831
CHRISTINE THWAITE
15 LOOKOUT POINT TRAIL
•TOTOWA, NJ 07512
MICHAEL BRUCE TODOROVICH II
IP OST OFFICE BOX 16602
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63105
FRED CHARLES TOETTCHER III
29747 FOX GROVE ROAD
FARMINGTON HILLS, MI 48334-1954
IJENNIFER LEE TOLLETTE
13115 KERRY STREET NW.
COON RAPIDS, MN 55448
BRIAN SCOTT TRAVIS
8003 SOUTHWEST 5TH AVENUE
GAINESVILLE, FL 32607
; SCOTT DAVID VAN SELOW
908 SAN CARLOS DRIVE
FORT MYERS BEACH, FL 33931
CHRISTOPHER DAVID VINCZE
: Z936 LOLISSA LANE
VtAITLAND, FL 32751
AMY LINN WALLACE
POST OFFICE BOX 20002-54
CEIBA, PUERTO RICO 00735-2002
JARED ALDEN WASHKOWITZ
20 MADONNA STREET
NATICK, MA 01760
JAMIE CHRISTINE WATKINS
946 MALDEN COURT
LONGWOOD, FL 32750
CRISTINA P. WELSH
562 CALLE TRIGO
MIRAMAR, PUERTO RICO 00907
JULIE KAY WESTENDORF
1124 EAST RICHWOODS BOULEVARD
PEORIA, IL 61603
NICOLA LOUISE WESTON
CALANIVE RUE D.L.PIGEONNERIE
ST.BRELADE, JERSEY, JE3 8DE
CHANNEL ISLANDS
UNITED KINGDOM
PATRICK LAWRENCE WHITE
3201 CULLEN LAKE SHORE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32812
MATTHEW JAMES WILLIAMS
718 LALLY ROCK COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32828
PATRICK HEATH WILLIS
2804 JACANA COURT
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
CATHARINEVAN DAALENWINEBRENNER
27 BRIAR BRAE ROAD
DARIEN, CT 06820
FREDERICK OTIS WINGATE II
3762 ABINGDON ROAD
CHARLOTTE, NC 28211
1600 NORTHEAST 24TH TERRACE
JENSEN BEACH, FL 34957
CHRISTA TYLER WRENN
1606 BUNTING LANE
SANIBEL, FL 33957
RYAN MARTIN WRIGHT
413 NORTH THIRD
OSKALOOSA, IA 52577
JOHN COOPER WULBERN
1720 SOUTHEAST 11TH STREET
OCALA, FL 34471-4604
Y
THOMAS CARTER YOUNG
210 EAST MORSE BOULEVARD, # 1-3
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
z
DOUGLAS VERNON ZABEL
6721 EAST 117TH PLACE SOUTH
BIXBY, OK 74008
KAREN JENNIFER ZAGRODNY
12 MEADOWCREST DRIVE
PARKERSBURG, WV 26101
ORIGIN RENEE ZANDERS
7612 PRATO AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL 32819-9515
HEATHER SCOTT ZAVANELLI
781 CREEKWATER TERRACE; # 209
LAKE MARY, FL 32746
DANIEL ADAM ZOLLENBERG
225 LANDFALL ROAD
ATLANTA, GA 30328
1997
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70k'ell as I depart from Rollins and into the great wide open, let me say that all
this work better come handy someday whenever Reunion comes around. I would
like to thank all those who made this book a reality throughought the years for
without your assistance this book would not have witnesses its "Golden Age".
Therefore I would like to recognize the work ofDrew Williams, Jean Henry, Linda
Sitek '95, Brian Hill k94 for your energy and devotion in making the Tomokan, one
of the finest, if not the finest, collegiate yearbooks in the state and country. Todd:
MIA; Already tied the knot?; Crabby boy. Hope: "NO ANIMAL
PHOTOGRAPHS! I don't care if they are cute and fuzzy!"; "Ice Cream, Ice
Cream !"; Do you have preferred customer cards for Bonjour Nails and Vivaldi' s?
; "Biggie, Biggie, Biggie, can't you see..."; You can take the girl out of Philly, but
you can't take Philly out of this girl; "No hope for kids with..."; "Hope, they don't
want you, they want me!"; "They have a cat! Don't try to convince me that they're
not!". Pointing at two troll dolls: "Hey, look at your kids!"; "Did you know Stein
in English means Stone?". Robert & Smerge: "Could you lower down your
music?"; Publix's number one customer.. .hey they don't ask for ID anymore!; "Trust me,
you'll have more fun in these chat rooms". No more clues, but I can tell you that she's all
that and a bag of chips too!". Paul Schick: "Guess who dances at Rachel's!"; "You didn't
know about the 360° job? Yo, my freshman year, she was large and in charge!". Chris
Kahl: Have fun in London; Knock, Knock (door opens) "Hey wanna make a run to
Publix?"; "Yo, she' s so fat she has her own zip code!"; "She's so fat she has more chins than
Chinatown!"; "Better than that, she's so fat after sex she smokes a turkey"; "Oh you like
Carpaccio? I make a special Carpaccio for you bellisima". Carlos: "Private Pyle!" What
is this. ..apple stuffing? Mike D.: "No, Daffy, No!"; Hey remember what those cows were
doing on our way to Gibraltar? ;"vale"; R.O.U.S.; Mike, you were the showstopper at "El
Refugio"; Tudo Bom ? Close encounters of the Brazilian kind; Tyson: "Napoleon was
good man!"; "We have over 150 channels in Belgium!"; On a bus going 50mph north of
Madrid: "To bad he'll miss the trip to Burgos & Pamplona," (look outside through window
and seeing someone waving to me from a taxi) "Madre de Dios! Look it's Tyson!"
McTigue: Dona Begona's pet; Coming soon to a theater near you: "Lost in Burgos" and
its sequel "Do you know the way to the Convent of San Jose?"; In Pamplona: (turns on the
tv) "Ooh, the Cartoon Channel!"; Writing to Liza and getting blottoed at Hard Rock. Allie
Scott: "Oh My Gosh, Who burnt a hole in my jacket with a cigarette?" Note: We are now
an entering the Pamplona zone, where Spanish men duck for cover from Allie' s swings and
punches. Due to the mature language that was used, the rest of the dialogue will be omitted,
but I can say only one thing...DON'T MESS
WITH THIS GIRL! Ifshe wanted to, she could
be the future lightweight champion of the
world! Lisa Higgs and Debbie: "Is that a guy
or girl? Hmm, Lisa it's a guy. You can tell by
the (Adam's) apple!"; "Lo Vez?, Lo Vez?".
Valenta: It already feels that you're
married.Everytime I called you were not
around, so I think it's time you get a beeper. I'll
see you sometime next year; "Valenta, she
bleaches her skin with the same stuff she
bleaches her teeth with! I'm not lying!".
Charlie y Charlie: Bienvenidos a Casa Iberia;
Son el futuro de Bishop Park!; Los casanovas
del viaje a Italia; "Donde esta Octavio?".
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Jen Gaines & Beth Frigola: "I swear she has
peanut butter on her gums. No human can talk
like that!"; (Beth to Tyson) "I don't give a
@#*$ where Sol is! I want to go to this club!".
Michelle S-R: "Como vai?"; "Look at that!"
(points to a duck crossing sign). Maria,
Deniece, Jeremy, and the LASA crew:
Thanks so much for all the great memories this
year, especially on Fox Day morning. Carol:
Gracias para todo tu ayuda. "Aqui viene el
antipatico!".Stiskin: "Cabron!" ;"droll";That
infatuation with Japanese women. "Where's
Trevor?"; "No more school for me!". Jeannette
& Laureline: So long dorms, hello Sutton
Place. "This stupid card never works"; "I
guess you really love Club Med?"; Michelle
Saulnier: "Operator can you connect me with
Merida?"; Liquor Lounge stopovers and trips
to Goodings for sushi; "Hola Mario!"; Eddie
thinks that you are dating...."; "I find her
physically repulsive. I rather date the Snapple
lady and watch a non-stop marathon
of Thirtysomething episodes with
my eyelids taped opened." Nolvia:
Gracias para todo; "I think we won't
have the exam tomorrow because of
the blackout". Michelle Cicak:
"Poor Hope. Now everytime anyone
sees an animal print, it' s really wierd
but they all stare at her". Annie:
European vacation and more; Ms.
Comptroller; "How's Jill?"; Kiomie:
Thanks for everything these past four
years. "Have you seen Valenta?";
"How is that Valdes class going?".
Top 10 Things the Typical Rollins Student
Would Only Sav:
1. "Who's the Fox? You're the Fox! You're the Fox!"
2. "Do you know who my dad is?"
3. "I didn't know we had a financial aid office."
4. "Hello operator, can you give me the number for JCrew?"
5. On giving directions to the library: "Ok, like starting from
the pool, make a left and, make a right and keep walking
until you see this building full of books."
6. "Wow, look at the assortment of bagel flavors today!"
7. At a BMW dealership: "Do Rollins students get 10% off?"
8. "At least I don't go to UCF, you know, U Can't Finish!"
9. During registration: "Damn, Jewelry Making 101 is already full!'
10. "You know the only thing I learned in college was my
social security and ATM pin numbers."
Mark Logue: You'll need something else besides the Club to protect
your jeep or else next time you'll see the car's body resting on four
cement blocks; Golf in the hallways: "Watch Out!"; Robbie B.: Floor
meetings; "Sorry Robbie, Was my radio too loud?";"Did you know
about the secret room?"; Anne D.: "It's very European!". Jean Henry:
Thank you so much for caring and taking the time to help us whenever
needed. I will miss working with you Jean. May God bless. Nellie:
You'll do a greatjob next year. You have plenty of potential to continue
the excellent legacy that was left in place by recent editors. Thanks for
everything and I'll see you around.
Todd & Michelle....Thank you for four great years.
Special thanks: Campus Safety; Donna Lee; the Rollins Post Office
staff (Shellie, Michelle, Gail, Beverly, and Hutch); Evelyn from
"Beans"; Dr. Kerr; Ruth Jackson; Gloria Chandler-Gumbs; Pedro
Pequeno; Linda Sitek '95; Matt Mitchell; Carla Mancia; Margriet
Johansen; Brian Small; Pascale Salomon; Damien Picquet; Eileen
Fernandez; Juan Mercado; Jenny Colinger; Ericka Valenzuela.
S.N.T.'s to : "K.P. and the Do-Nothing Band"; "Amazon Woman";
"Secret Squirrel"; "Yoda andLuke"; "The Coconut"; "Pocahontas";
"MC Chunky "; "La Inglesa"; "
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Alumni Relations Staff: Special thanks to the entire staff for your help and assistance. Cato Anderson:
Thanks for the photographs and taking time to assist us with identifying individuals in photographs.
Vanessa Carroll: Thank you for your assistance and support. Michelle Cicak and McLean Schaeffer:
Thank you for your last minute help, support, and great photographs. Natalie Cuartelon: Thanks for
all the interesting conversations at PBU and a great newspaper. Gloria Chandler-Gumbs: Gloria, we
appreciate all your assistance this past year. Thank you so much. Jeannette Cline: Thank you for your
help with everything this year. Your generous assistance and help in delivering and picking up photos
really helped us so much. Mike Deaver: Mike, thanks with your help with the scanner, printer, and any I
other computer item in PBU. Valenta Encarnacion: Thank you for your assistance and help in providing
photographs to our staff. Eileen Fernandez: Thank you for your help this year. Tamika Gainer: Special
thanks for your time and advice. Shannon Gryn:Thank you for fighting the powers that be and the
MAN! Lara Hadrys: Thanks for your advice, support, and especially your great personality.
Congratulations on the release of Brushing 1997. Kim Hanisak: Thanks for the great Sports layout!
Laura Hall: Thanks for your photographs from the India trip and your assistance and help this year. Jean
Henry: Jean, thanks for all your help, understanding, and advice on everything. You're definitely the
best in your field and do not know where we would be without you. We look forward to working with
you next year. Larry Humes and the Public Relations staff: Thank you for your assistance this year.
Dean Hybl: Thanks for your help in compiling sports photographs and information.Ruth Jackson:
Thank you for your help and assistance this year. Kiomie Johansen: Thanks for the wonderful sailing
and group photographs you donated. You deserve all the credit in the world for your wonderful support
and organization ofCAC. Thanks and good luck in your future. Margiet Johansen: Thanks for all your
help and time. The Ladies of Kappa Alpha Theta: Thank you for your cooperation and assistance in
gathering photographs. Debbie Kennedy: Many thanks for your support and time in Montgomery.
Trudy Laframboise and the Archives Staff: Thank you for taking your time to assist us in compiling
information and archived photographs. Heather Laporte:Thanks for your help and assistance.Donna|
Lee: Thank you for your help at the end-of-the-year. It really made ourjob easier. Matt Masem: Thanks
for the office supplies and conversations on the going-ons at this fine institution ofhigher learning. Drew
McGuire: Thanks for the help in compiling photos and assisting us in identifying people. Matt
Mitchell: Thank you for your help and informative SGA newsletter. Rhonda Neuhaus: Thanks for your
assistance and photographs. Good luck in your future. Laureline Orsetti: Thanks for all your help this
year! Pedro Pequeno-Rossie: Thanks for your photographs and support. Post Office Staff (Gail,
Beverly, Michelle, Shellie, Hutch): You guys deserve credit for all the help with bulk mailings and
yearbook distribution. Thanks for everything. Lara Printz: Thank you so much for your help with
compiling photographs and identifying names. Ann-Marie Puig: Thanks for all your help this and yeai
and throughout the years. Carol Rojas: Thank you for all your help at Student Activities. Tu ayudz
nosotros los agradecemos mucho. Penny Schafer: Truly you were one of the most important people ir
Student Activities. Thank you for everything throughout the years and you will be truly missed!
Scholastic Advertising: Many thanks for your assistance with ad sales. Michelle Saulnier: Thanks foil
your assistance in dropping offand picking up film/photographs. Many thanks, and good luck in Mexico
j
Michelle Segarra-Rovira:Thanks for your photographs, time, and assistance with everything this year!
Linda Sitek '95: To one of our biggest sponsors throughout the years, we like to thank you for youi
generous contribution to our publication and your assistance in producing what has become the fines
collegiate yearbook in Florida. Many thanks! Nolvia Tejada: Thank you for taking your time to assis
us with the book's publication. Thornton Studios (Michael S., Ed, Michael J.):Thank you for youi
service and assistance with photography. Ericka Valenzuela: Danke for all your help this year. Withou
I
you, we wouldnt be able to do it. Jake Voigt: Thanks for you assistance in compiling photographs. Drew i
Williams: As our advisor, you helped guide this and other school publications to perfection. Thank yoi I
for all your help throughout the years. It won't be the same without you, yet I'm sure your legacy wil i
continue on. To everyone else who helped in the production of this edition but are not mentioned
|
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These spreads are dedicated
to the memory of Summer
Holyfield who
unexpectedly passed away
in an automobile accident
on June 9, 1997.
Summer was a first-year
sophomore at Rollins. She
appeared in the Rollins
Outdoor Club group
photograph on page 116.
She is in the middle row, on
the left in a dark shirt, and
is standing to the left of
student Rhonda Neuhaus.
Summer Holyfield
July 20, 1977-June 9, 1997
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^ Studying is always part of
Jenny Colinger's daily schedule.
Y Jodi Coleman knows that
there is no place like home.
X No it's not the sequel to "The
Birds", but Michelle Cicak had
become the favorite new perching
place for a flock of pigeons in
Venice's Gran Piazza during a
recent Winter Term trip to Italy.
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sW_Jaying goodbye is always hard for everyone to do. Whether you say goodbye,
adios, adieu, sayonara, arrivedeci, or tchau, the end of the year always signifies that
another year has come to a close, while a new one gets ready to come around in August.
While many were away for the summer, several departments made big moves to
various buildings on campus. The offices of Student Affairs and Student Activities
moved from Carnegie Hall to the offices once occupied by Career Services in the Mills
Center. Career Services, International Programs, and the community service offices
move to Carnegie, while the Registrar and the Dean of the Faculty's offices moved to
the Mills Center, in order to fulfill the plan of centralizing vital student resources next
to the new Cornell Campus Center. The admissions office also took time to plan
for orientation in August, as they got ready to welcome the incoming Class of 200 1 in.
As the Spanish tiles came off Rose Skillman Hall, and the kiosk that once
announced student events was removed, it was evident that a period of great change will
occur throughout most of next year. While the opinions may vary, it can be noted that
when former President Hamilton Holt decided to adopt the Spanish Mediterranean
style for all future buildings on campus during the 1930's, many ofhis critics shunned
him. Currently described as one of the most beautiful campuses in America, President
Holt's decision was one that was long lasting to this day. Whether you approach it as
a friend or foe, change is something that we all have to live with.
^ A strip of Park Avenue as we
know it today. Who knows what
tomorrow will bring?
osing
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Public Relations Office
colophon
The 1997 Tomokan, Volume LXX, was produced entirely by
a student staff. The Editor-in-Chief for this edition was Luis
Hernandez 97 , and Assistant Manager was Nellie Lackman
00. The Tomokan is a member of the Rollins College
Publications Broadcast Union, the American Collegiate
Press, the American Scholastic Press Association, and the
Columbia Press Association. No part of this publication may
be reproduced electronically without the prior written
consent of the PuPlications Broadcast Union and/or the
Office of Student Activities and Leadership Programs.
PRINTING: The paper stock used in the production of the
1997 Tomokan was 801b. Bordeaux. There are 208 pages in
this book. Four color and spot color were used for the
Opening and Campus Life sections.
TYPE:The primary typefaces were Times and Futura.
Headlines were usually set in 36 point, body copy in 12
point, captions & by-lines in 10 point, and folios in 8 point.
Typefaces varied for headlines and included Amphion,
Beaumarchais, Kabob Black, Minstrel, Palatine Penyae
Bold, Revel Regular, Skia, Tango Regular, and Thwack.
PRODUCTION: Pagemaker 6.0, along with Herff Jones
template program PageMaster
, was used for the layout of
the publication. All layout and copy were done on Apple
Macintosh computers. Herff Jones printed 500 copies at
their Montgomery, Alabama plant. Jean Henry was the
local representative, and DePPie Kennedywas the customer
service adviser in Montgomery.
COVER DESIGN: The sky forest blue grain cover features a three-
dimensional hologram manufactured by Hologram Imaging Company
in Edina. Minnesota. Please protect the hologram from humidity or
damp surfaces.
ADVERTISING: Scholastic Advertising, Inc., served as the national
advertising representative for the 1997 Tomokan. Offices are located
in Lilburn, Georgia and Incline Village, Nevada.
PHOTOGRAPHY: Individual student portraits were taken by Thornton
Studios of New York, New York. Faculty portraits were taken by both
Thornton Studios and Luis Hernandez 97. Most sports photographs were
provided by the Sports Information Department, courtesy of Dean
Hybl. Most student group portraits were taken Py Luis Hernandez 97.
Several candid photographs were provided by the Orlando Sentinel
Photo Reprint Department. Robert Hartley 93, provided several Greek
photographs. Most candid photography was done by Luis Hernandez
97. All other photographs were contributed by individuals/departments
as indicated by photo credit. All rights reserved.
GENERAL INFORMATION: The 1997 Tomokan sold for $25 in advance
and $30 at the Rollins College Bookstore. The Tomokan has an office on
the third tier of the Mills Memorial Center. The office phone number is
(407) 646-1594, and the campus box number is 2542. The Tomokan s
e-mail address is «tomokan@rollins.edu». Yearbooks shipped to
seniors are shipped directly from the Alabama plant, and therefore the
Tomokan can not be held responsible for any lost or misdirected mail
Seniors have up to three (3) months from September 1997 to claim lost!
books via our office.
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